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Chapter XVII : Metaphysics as Dialectic.

If Descartes h^s imposed upon subsequent

philosophers a requirement of ri •orous nethod, Hegel has

obliged then, not only to account for their ovn views but also

to explain the existence of contrary convictions and opinions.

Accordingly, our ap ^,eal has been not only to the isomorphism

between the structure of corn tional activity and the structure

of proportionate being but also to the polymorphism of human

oonscic u .sne ss . From the isomorphism t,.ere teas followed the

account of the six metaphysical ele rents, of their distinction,

relations, unity, and technical significance. From the poly-

norphism of consciousness the -.e has followed a series of brief

but h._ 	 effective refutah ions of contrary viers. However,

our method possesses still further si-nifi.crnce. Not only is

it possible to deal piecemeal with opposed opinions

but also there•  is available a pc,noral theorem to the effect

that any philosophy, whether n .ctunl or possible, will rest upon

the dynamic structure of co c•n__tiona .l activity eithex as correctly

conceived or as distorted by oversirthts and by mistaken orientations.

Such a theorem in itself is simple enough but

0	it labors under one considerable difficulty. No one .:ould deny

that conclusions follow from premisses or that, as our metaphysics

has followed from our conce :.• tion of cor-_iitional activity, other

meta_^.,h; sits	 dfollow from other concentions. But obvi. usly

0
cons iderable re sirtance :;onld meet the claim that the procedure

yielded results that were strictly coincident ith the views of

other philosophers. The most t .a .t could be established would

be a general Similarity of structure and of tendencies while,

commonly enough, philosophers living and dead are not just
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structures and tendencies bat also less rreneral responses to

problems peculiar to particu?.a.rlp ices and times.

To meet this difficulty, it is necessary to

transpose the issue from the field of abstract dec+.9.ction to

the field of concrete hi:;torical process. Accordin mly, instead

of asking whether the views of any iven philosopher follow

from assumptions of a s ecified type,,	 . ". A 'we propose

to ask whether t;.ere exists any sin^le 1MM! base of operations

from which any philosophy can be interpreted correctly and We

propose to show that our co~nition_al analysis provides s uch a

base. In this fashion, the a :priori element of cor;nitional

analysis joins hands •.;ith the a posteriori element of historical

data; attention is turned to the problem of arriving, at a

heuristic structure for a iftlethodical hermeneutics; and since

metaphysics ix has been defined as the mite rrral heuristic

structure of pro ,ortionate being, the dialecticalix aspect

of .m ta.physics ra$	 is	 ; inte'•rsted with its sc .entific

aspect by the simple fact t 9.t both aspects satisfy a single

definition.

The chapter falls into three main parts. In

the first there are deternined the relations

x z_ _•• 1 of metaphysics to myth on the one
to

hand and/mystery on the other.	 In the second t _ere are explored

the criterion of truth, the definition of truth, the ontological

aspect of truth, the relations between truth and expression,

and the appropriation of truth. Finally, in the third section
witt proof.

itr •possible to define the problem of interpretation and to

.:ork out the heuristic structure for a methodical hermeneutics. 

=L.   
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141..	 Metaphysics, Myst ,„ry, and Myth.

An account of particular mystc;ries and myths

pertains to the history of relirion.s and of literatures. But
the radical meaning of

a genetic account of,ri_.	 4m,Tstery and myth, of their

significance and function, of the -rounds of their emergence,

and survival, and disa .earance, can hardly be omitted in a

contemporary metaphysics. Myth is a prominent category in

Comte's notion of three staaes in man's development, in

Schelling' s l-:: ter philosophy, in T. Cassirer's Philosophy of 
in R. Bultmann's principles of New Testament interpretation.

Symbolic Forms, in P. Tillich t s vies on religion and thoology,/' '
the philosophy

Mystery is a notion that plays a funda riiental role in/
and in widely different ranges of religious reflection.

of Gabriel Marcel” Finally, while we have been engaged in

indicating the character of explicit metaphysics, we also have

acknowledged prior stares of latent and. of i ,roblematic metaphysics;

and naturally enough t here arises the question whether mystery

and myth are coy~pate to t' -le: e earlier sLa es and WA whether

they vanish in the measure that he earlier star"r.s are transcended.
1.1 lbw .ā -ai_

rst, then, our analysis forces as to recognize

the paradoxical category of the "known Unknown." For we have

equated being ith the ob;'ective of the pure desire to know,

with ;hat is to be known through the totality of intelli gent

and reasonable answers. But, in fact, our questions outnumber

our answers, so that ue know of an unknown through our Ear

unmannered a ue st ions .

Secondly, man's concrete being involves a
a)

succession of levels of higher integration andaA correspondence

between of erwise coincide, tal manifolds on each lower level
ot

we in syste:natizinp; forms on the net hir'her level. Moreover,

these higher integrations on the or ,-anic, psychic, and intellectual

levels are not static but dynamic systems; they are systems on

o
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the move; the hiller inte-rration is n )t only an integrator but

also an operator; and if developments on different levels are

not to In conflict, t__ore has to be a correspondence between

o!!-WefitesulAofaLActkiitchteiritelxisclus their respective operators.

Thirdly, on the intellectual level the operator

is concretely the detached and disinterested desire to know.

It is this desire, not in contompla ci n of the already known,

but headed towards farther knowledge, or ientated into the

known unknown. The principle of dynamic correspondence calls

for a harmonious orientation on the psychic level, and

O,;:mad-^cfis-1'4t\ln Ede• it. 	 `kskz e ^of`^-sbm1e^

© 1	 n	 ^ft^e3U axe ; Nto on"s"; "tira 	-

from the nature of the ca se s	 ^	 ^- on ntation

would have to consist in some cosmic dimension, in some

cxp intimation of unplumbeddepths, the c accrued to I man's

feelings, emotions, sentiments.	 Nor is this me ely a

theoretical conclusion, as R. Otto's study of t-e non-rational

element in the Idea of the Holy rather abundantly  indicates.

Fourthly, such feelings, emotions, sentiments

become ante gra,ed in the flow of psychic events inasmuch as

they are preceded b;,r distinctive sensible rresentationso or

imaginative representations and inasmuch as they issue forth

kr\-eszal-swamtj.aizs I	 r • `Yl •	 • ^ •	 • •

11
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in exclamations and bodily movements, in rites and ceremonies,

in song and speech. There results nrarnatically a distinction

between two spheres of variable content: on the one hand, there

is the sphere of reality that is d4 dor:iesticated, familiar,

common; on the other hand, there is the sphe- e of the ulterior

unknown, of the unexplored and strange, of the undefined surplus

of significance and momentousness. The two srh , res are variable,
for	 p ds
AO the first

A .. 	
with every advance in know ledge of

proportionate being. Again, the two .

spheres may be as separate as Sundays and week-days or they

may inter-penetrate so that, as for dordsworth A the earth and

every common sight t a?kej on the glory and the freshness of a droam.

Finally, while everyone by the dynamic structure of his being

is orientated into the second sphere, it seems reserved to the

outer accident of circumstance and the inner accident of tempera-

mental disposition to call forth the more intense experiences

that leave one now aghast, now amazed, now entranced.

Fifthly, the .primary field of mystery and myth

consists in the affect-laden images and names that/have to do

with Ehm ti is second sphere. Hoc:'ever , as the analysis indicates,
y1w	 ,^	 .ima eo

tia4a. primary field 	 e, not the only field, ^ it will be well
to A distinguish between the image as image, the image as

s3 mbol, and the ima -'e as sign. The imare as image is the

sensible content as operative on the ssomAilital sensitive level;

it is the image inasmuch as it functions within the psychic

syndrome of associations, affects, exclamations, and articulated

speech and actions. The image as symbol or as sign is the image

as standing in corres - ondence with activities or elements on

the intellectual level. But as symbol, the image is linked

simply with the paradoxical "known unknown." As sign, the image
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is linked with some interpretation that offers to indicate the

import of the image.

Sixthly, the interpretations that transform the

image into a sir= a .re a vast manifold. Anyone who has glanced

through a history of religions will be aware of the enormously

divergent attitudes and performances that are jumbled together

under that single rubric. But there is no reason for restricting

interpretations 	 of the image as sign to the field

of religion. The primary field of mystery and myth is both

quite general and quite permanent. For in - uiry and reflection

are both Mwite4 general and permanent; the principle of corresp.,n-

dence between the intellectual and the sensitive is both general

and permanent; and so some sensitive awareness and response,

symbolic of the known unknown, must be regarded as a generally

and permanently recurring feature of human living. Moreover,

precisely because of its relation to the known unknown, the

image can be inter,reted as sib in manners that are as numerous

and diverse as human ingenuity and human contrariness. So it

is that the full range of interpre t ations includes not only the

whole gamut of religions but also the opposite phenomenon of

anti-religious feeling and ex ,cession, not only anti-religious

views dib,at^ also the intense humanistic idealism that charactized

liberal et chrnent from all religious concern, not only elevated

humanism but also the crudely naturalistic nationalism that

exploded in Germany under the fascination exerted by a Hitler,

not only such social aberrations but also the individual aberrations

that led Jung to declare that very commonly psychoneural disorder

is connected with problems of a basically "religious" character.

In brief, there is a dimension to human experience that takes

man beyond the domesticated, familiar, common sphere, in which

^
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strange
a spade is just a spade. In correspondence with that/dynamic

component of sensitive living, there is the openness of inquiry

and reflection and tie paradoxical "known unknown" of sz unanswered

questions. Such directed but, indeterminate dynamism is what we
n

have called finality. But whither finality heads, is a question

that receives countless answers, pra:natic or conceptual, rra

naturalistic, humanistic, or reli.:sous, positive or militantly

negative.

Seventhly, since metaphysics is restricted to

the domain of proportionate being, •	 ;._	 • -	 ,7111• .	 _ •..

tUoi it will acknowledge the fact of finality and determine its

general ch^racteristics. But it would be stenninr; beyond

the limits of its competence, if it did not leave to further and

distinct inquiries the determina i;ion of the precise objective

towards which finality may in fact be leading. For t_ere are

claims that that goal is transcendent, t :.at it lies outside

the r.:alm of proportionate being; and 1.4C.dtc ,ftcatt whether or not

such claims are justified, cannot be settled yithin the limits

of an inquiry that simply prescinds from all questions concerning

transcendent being.

Eighthly, it does not follow that metaphysics

will have nothing to say on the subject of mystery and myth.

For at least in our usage of tine term, finality means not a

future event but a present fact, not the ultimate result of

a tendency but its past and present unfolding. Nor is that

unfolding merely a possible topic of Tleta,hysical consideration,

for it is intorwonven with the very genesis of metaphysics,

with the process in which the mind of man moves from a latent

through a problematic to an explicit metaphysical view.
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For an explicit^ metaphysics is E9 a corollary
to adequate self-knowledge. It follows upon t'ne affirmation of

oneself as a unity of empirical, inte lli ent, and rational

consciousness, upon the heuristic definition of being that reveals

intelligent and reasonable affirmation to be knowled'*e of reality,

upon the account of objectivity, as e7oeriential, normative, absolu A,

and principal, that strips counter-positions of their apparent

plausibility. However, such adequate self-lonovrledte can be

reached by man only at the summit of a long ascent. For self-

.o .:ledge	 involues a self-objectixfication and, before man 0.42.4",

contemplat.,e his own nature in precise but hi -hly difficult concepts,

he has to bring the virtualities of that nature into the light

of day. In the :;resent work this was achieved by our study

of insight as activity, for what we mean by a unity of empirical,

intelligent, and rational consciousness, has to be gathered

from our study of insight in mathematics, in classical and statis-

tical science, in common sense and i its 	 fourfold bias ,

in the ambiguity of thingsnd bodies, and in the reflective

understanding that leads to judgment. But such a study vroald

not be possible vriGhout cite prior developaen•t of the sciences

and the long cii rification of,„issues by philosophic in-uiries

and debates. Nor would the scientific and philosophic developments

themselves have been possible without a prior evolution of language

and literature and without the security and leisure genorated

by technological, economic , and political ad -vance.

and of self-kno edge by human evelo ent : in

racticallj' all :olds, by no means implies bat self-iowl ēdge

irc3 metaphysics are not kt,t4320.10,,attemp)ed mati 	 ^, 4:l a	 f fic`ier .t

Of J

^c •^ • ' V i ^ _ ^ G ^ . ,. Ī / 0 ^ • ^ . _ ^ ^ . ^i ^     
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Still this conditioning of metaphysics by self-

knowled ^ze and of self-knowledrre by human development 1 - i e
d4u, ►^r[,

that self_knrwledne and T ^iota .physics are not

attewted until a sufficient human development is attained

to ensure their accuracy and adecuacy. On the contrary,

from the start there is present and operative the latent metaphysics

contained in the dynamic structure of all huni.'n knowing which,

if it is human, is constituted by experience, by understanding,

and by a reflective "Yes" or "No." Simil rly, from the start

there is present and oera.tive the empirically, intelligently,

and rationally conscious subject. -hat is lacking is the

appropriate set of conceptual definii;ions and lin ~uistic ex;;ressions

in which the triply conscious subject could convey to himself

and to others what it is to be a human knower and what such

knowing implies in the known. Vihat is lacking is the cultural

milieu, habituated to the use of abstract concepts, and trained

in the techniques that safe Muard their employ -lent. ;hat is

lacking is a critical awareness of the polymorphism of human

consciousness, of the alternative formulations of discoveries

as positions or as counter-positions, of the momentum of positions

for development and of the goal of counter-posi 6ions in reversal.

Most of all, what is lacking is knowledge of all that is lacking

and only gradually is that knowledge ac- uired. So it is that

each now venture, each now success and failure in the history

of man provides an objectifying revelation of man's capacities
limitations,

andit irat46nak, a contribution to his self-knowledge, and

a'prerdo,s from which, perhaps) some item of metaphysical import

may be gleaned. Man knows himself in the inter-subjective

..	 • .. 	cikl ḕ  i svaLpa^t^ .it lie_g^s- afi'lli^ai^i,^
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community of which he is just a part, in the support and

gsontxcsiz opposition the community finds in its enveloping world

of sense , in the tools of Mt making , in the rites and ceremonies
that at once is occupy1114,1 eisure, vent	 psychic awareness

os cosmic significance, expres ssb +s
•	 •_ . •;

4
order and lam^ standards of praise and blame. Still there is

a tension between the community and the individual, between

the kilm old initiatives that ti-rough common acceptance have

become in_ rtial routines and, on the other hand, the

capacities of individuals cor!stituted by successive hir_her

inte^j IĪ ^̂ .tions that are not static systems but systems on the

move
''

. And if the proximate effect of this tension is social

change, the *oal, toY. .:ards which it tends cm cumulatively, is
an s + awareness and an ever more distinct formulation of

the nature of the oripinatin.F; sub ject. So the stories of the
gods yield to the more human stories of the heroes; t'.e epic

teat celebrates a collective past yields to a drama that

portrays man's trar;ic situation; song; becomes a more personal

lyric; practical technicues open the way to saliantifis insights

ievtoa f '1%	 t-dr4e is a r4, sva ii.-s1 	 1U--f. ba,thLlb i0

into nature; social _roblems invite social reflection; rhetoricians
and sophists call forth logic; and the cosmic vhole 3 1t<e'-g'

summons philosophy to ven::ure on its specul^ .tive way.

.r: $	 ,	 c	 • - • incipient rrasp of universal
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A long history, then, is involved in the genesis

of man's self-knowledge. But metanhysics is a corollary to

self-kno.ledge, and so there is a parallel history to the

genesis of metaphysics. And as n-etarhysics is not dVels ld

unconcerned uith its own genesis, so it cannot prescind entirely

from the h storical phenomena of 221 mysteries and myths.

Ī āaxt ly4 .rust as an explicit and adequate

metaphysics is to be reached by rrrasping and formulating

the integral heuristic structure of our knowing and its

proportionate known, so the 4ttphypothetical introduction

of blind spots into the structure has the interesting consequence

of revealing the categories not only of 	 inadequate philosophies

but also, in the limit, of mythic consciousness.

Thus, before the distinction between positions

and counter-positions is drawn cl-1arly and distinctly, it is

not possible to formulate an accurate and universally applicable

criterion of reality and of real distinctness. This lack of

a general criterion does not mean that man will be unable to

hit things off cnrrec tly in particular cases. For as long as

man oporaL.es i atellirently and reasonably, he will succeed in

every particular case in determining what is and what is not

real and which realities are distinct. But it is not uncommon

for other desires to interfere with the unfoldinrr of the

detached and disinterested desire to know, and the result of

such interference will be error about reality and about real

difference. In this fashion, the real sometimes is what is

to be knoan through reasonable affirmation, and sometimes it

is what can be really real only if it is "already out there now."

On this issue philosopira can straddle, as did Cartesian dualism,
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or choose one of the alternatives, as did rationalism and empiricism

respectively, or reject both, as did Kantian criticism. However,

the issue itself is as /old as the polymorphism of human conscic:usness.

•: - ..	 . ".  	 • •:• ttāeelknv911110.8.04tillitp

If it has occupied an extremely prominent position in modern

philosophy, it bedeviled medieval thour7;ht with problems of

universals and of distinctions and, in a still less distinct

form, it underlay the oppositions between the old Greek nature-

1r;\-Ryt o	 ti-c-rnerEre-at .c`$.; .Plato,n '\az ..	 o teliaxl ,

philosophers and the Pythagoreans, Heraclitus and the Eleatics,

Platonists and Aristotelians, atomists and. Stoics. If the

history of philosophic reflection has been a prolongod clarification

of the issue, there occurred human inquiry and reflection befm e

philosophy became a distinct branch of human knoledge.  In

that still earlier period, there could and in fact did occur

sudden flashes of philosophic acumen and profundity, such as

may be illustrated by Iknatonf s concern with being and its

ground. Still the flashes were no more than flashes for, while man

always was intelligent and reasonable, also it always was true

that the insi g hts and judnments of the individual can be

communicated successfully and permanently to others only in

the measure that the comnunity has cte«iaiaped accumulated the prior,

presupposed insights and has developed the techniques for their

dissemination and preservation. So it is that pre-philosophic

mentality tends to straddle unconsciously and confusedly the

problem of reality. The real is known by the rational uYes u ;

but the real also must be ima _ ninable; and if since imaryination

is ever fluid, the real attains t _e stability of reality only

when it is named. Similarly, real difference is to be known

E  
0     
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by comparative negations; but mere judgments are not enough;

there also mutt be different imaees and different names; and,

inversely, differences in image ands in name can result in

an acknonledgement of different realities.

This brings us to the confines of mythic

consciousness which operates without the benefit of distinctions

that are generated only by the critically reflective process

that is aware o4 yth and goes beyond it. Mythic consciousness

experiences and imagines, understands and judges, but it does

not distinguish between these activities, and so it is incapiable

of guiding itself by the rule that the impalpable act of rational

assent is the necessary and sufficient condition for knowledge

of reality. For it, the real is the object of a sufficiently

integrated and a sufficiently intense flow of sensitive

representations, feelings, words, and actions. Contrary judgments

break the integration, but contrary judgm , nts have a palpable

ground only in the sphere of common, familiar, domesticated

reality, in which trial and error exercise their pragmatic control.

But contrary judgments h.- ve no palpable ground when unanalyzed

consciousness is orientated into the strange realm of the "known

unknown." Then there becomes operative, without Kantian reser-

vations, the Kantian scheme of the categnry of reality, namely,

the real is to be affirmed when there occurs 
C
a filling of the

empty, a priori forms of sensibility. As the uncritical scientist

builds^c"or himself a universe constituted by tiny, imaginable

knobs or by a sponge-vortex ether, so the myth-maker builds

himself a more vital and more impressive world. As for the

uncritical scientist, so for the myth-makers, their respective

worlds are "real." A Kantian would point out that really this

reality is only phenomenal, but the possibility of this correction
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lies on the deeper ground that the criterion of the real is the

act of judgmnt issuing from a grasp of the virtu!Illy unconditioned.

And the same criterion must be invoked if one cares to argue

that the myth-maker or the uncritical scientist dos did not

possess a suitable filling for the empty forms of his sensibility.

Next, an adequate metaphysics mus t distingu4ish

not only positions and counter-positions but also explanation

and description. Moreover, the explanatory viewpoint can be

adopted, only if counter-positions are rejected and positions

accepted. For ex lanation relates things to one another; it

includes by a remote and general implication all rely thns of

the sensible to senses and bf the imaginable to imaginations
u

under the broad and undif.f-rentiated cate'ory of the relations

of thin-s to one another; it drops from colsir 7, eration the kno:ier

as 01121 a s ectator of the real and nna1res him an inconspicuous

item in the real that is affirmed. 	 But so fine a detachment,

so rigorous a disinterestedness, is a sheer leap into the void

for the existential subjEct. His concern is for things as related

to him. His explanation has to be explanation of thins as

related to him. He is qu^te intelli -ent; he is eager for

insight; but the insir^ht he wants is, not at all the gasp of

a system of terms defined by their intelligible relations to

one another, but the grasp of intelligibility in the concrete

presentations of his own ex;;erionce.

e\-P-1411asiK5111.7.1enLit-Acmmas_ - -	 's an inevitable . t-rocedure

ail dealing vipl.4 the cone . te, t'_e familiar, the 3nnediate.

--st*rrse•

nterest to matte	 that make .some palpable difference, it.--is

9 remarkably satisfactory procedure. But employ it beyond
.^+ O	 ..+ P  ^ - . . . • l - and : ^;e at	 ^^r^s^f^} d	 un ^r s
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Now I am no opponent of insight into the concrete

presentations of one's oun experience. But I would note that

all the explaining is done by the inr irht and that, unless one

distinguishes bet': een the insightht anr1 t l :e r re sentat ion s, then

one is open to the blunder of attributing an explanatory power

to the presentat ions and even to associated feelings and emotions.

One can know exactly the cortribution made by th insight by

having recourse to conce._ts, to abstract formulations, to the

uttermance of terms and relations with the la4rit144iMUkterms fixing

the relations and the relations implicitly defining the terms.

But if one employs this procedure, one is involved in the

explanatory viewpoint; and if one re sects the explanatory

viewpoint, one is without any defence against the tendency to

regard as explanatory what merely is an item to be explained.

Nor is the danger of such a tendency remote.

For what else is at the root of anthropomorphic projections?

We have found the abstract intelligibility of space and time

to lie in the invariants of the geometry 	 erc:mloyed in a verified
)44441444

But if one insists that going; beyonditict

concrete	 1,:n4wt,s4 is a desertion of reality, a flight to

metaphysical make-believe, then one cannot rise above onets
,LM

personal, frame af reference and one cannot distinguish between
ti.wre^

the intelligibility immanent in that frame and sensitive familiarity
Attak

with directions and Athe lapse of time. . ;ithou .t such a distinction,

objective space and time are credited not only with the intelligibili

of the frame but also :: ith our feelings. As we feel the gravitationat

field to be directed from .above to below, so a man at the antipodes
rrtAnK...

would have toewoul about like a fly walking on the ceiling of

a room. As we make decisions and then produce results, so causes

are before effects, and a first cause necessarily snd exclusively

physics.

^^ ^
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is first in time. Causality cannot be merely an intellif'ible

relation of de:endence; it has to he exnlsined and the explanation

is reached by an appeal to the sensation of muscular effort

and to the ima-e of the transmission of effort t _rough contact,
a

So universal causality iis^f'at e, linking all things at once,
keeping the 'and .ering si,ars to their strange courses and, by

the same stroke, settling for a.,trolo:-ers the destinies of men,

Things have pro^;ertie s, but their propertiess ar. e not con ju .ns.tes,

implicitly defined by vrerified laws, but sensible qualities

that can be detached and r- assembled to enable alchemists to

transform base rentals into gold. Besides the properties, there

are the things but they are constituted, not JD so much by their

intelligible unity (what could that mean?) , but by their capacity

to occupy space and endure throurh time; they are "bodies."

Finally, one is confronted with the antinomies of nothing less

than pure reason when one asks t4' how space and time

can be infinite or, if they are not, then what is outside

space and what is before time.

.	 . , 	 LEAs ,:^./:..t .4.

f the e*ginna . - , y viewpoint when one atitempt ā to und;ersGand

81
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There is as well the inverse fallacy. Just as

anthropomorphic projection results from the addition of our

feelings to the co:•tent of our insights into thin_rrs, so subjective

projection results when we interpret the •:::ords and deeds of

other men by reconstructing in ourselfves their experience and

uncritically adding our intellectual viewpoints which they do nōt

snare . @et/bkr	 'sue,t a.Atebtr—ofLthevs.tr.a.P!-ge.nas

-:s9 iEl Easit The error of this ,:rocedure promptly comes to light

when we have to deal with those whom e interpret in this fashion.

The stra::ger turns out to be strange when ':'e find that his mentality

is not the same as our own. A v..sit to the net village, to the

bordering country, to a different continent, txr4v4r14 41 leads

first to amusement at the oddity of the inhabitants and ultimately

to despair over their incomprehensibility. But we cannot travel

A
nor)(āme	 co!_drete- "insight's; f,u.rt er''d,ata' 	 e	 b

fVrce 'us to correct oy-"r c>re-con_ce /ion 	 precō nce tio.ns and to

u 2 kdl ^a^,	 a	 %s.-^ ^e n . l .t y^of - ^-d f f'^-re3it t%me-

into the past. So fathers are misunderstood by their sons

and each century by 11 46 the succeeding century. As the data

assembled by historical research accumulatez, insir;hts are

revised continuously in accord with_ the concrete process of

learning. But besides the revisions forced by further data,

there also are t1-_e revisions due to the advent of new investigators,

for history is rewritten not only br each new culture but also

by each stare of pro'ress and decline in each culture.	 -

d^ s^d^3^.^^fi.d ē ^t-^1 p '	 r ^. ^ne^ x' k^'^e^"r^; 6t11-'

^3 .n^ -o ^v}e^ao"i1^t^tha^d.e 	 itk^.^hir^s gs--1‘e3s:t6dta

t.nA.onv.,a1.rat il-kr- 't^s ^^ d`^:^t1s21
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Nor is there any escape from such relativism as long as men
succeeds in

cling to the descriptive viewpoint. Common senseNunderstandAing

things as related to us only because ' . .^	 ^,	 ^ ' 	 i	 :414:

.	 , ^••	 . q.10 - 4^: n

a	 ^ /

v1t^i'r"•; Mich it deals

• -^r/ f .^'. . u s:n it is experimental; it deals with

things with which it is familiar; its insights are rruides in

concrete activity; its mistakes r.rom-qtly come to light in their

unpleasant effects. But if one world step beyond the narrow

confines in which the procedures of common sense are successful,

one has to drop the descriptive viewpo:nt and ala adopt a viewpoint

that unashamedly is explanatory. No doubt, there can be no

history without data, without docurn': nts, without the monuments

that have survived destruction and decay. But 12 even if one

supposes the daua to be complete, so that there is available

a cinema of past deeds, a sound-track of past .:.ords, an inner

re-enactment of past feelinns, emotions, and sentiments, still

there remains to be determined some approximation to the

insights and jud-mants, the beliefs and decisions, that made

those words and deeds, those feelin-s and sentiments, Mbi -^

N4Ye0 the activities of a more or less intelligent and reasonable

being. Interpretation of the past is the recovery of the

viewpoint of the past; and that recovery, as opposed to mere

subjective projections, can be reached only by grasping exactly

what a viewpoint is, how viewpoints develop, what dialectical

laws govern their historical unfolding.
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sharply between experience and insight, between their

ai,`hro aoI110rphisnating

ture

ao jetting his ewn view po ints into his i err'reta t ion of others

0

// ēntirōly	 //

. .

sufficiently open to escape

-o,aa,boNbe.

w^cier t^fiding, 

the dilemma /of

stute n el

11Tioxi.s.-1.14famdc ^ or: -^
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If ore cannot claim that the explanatory viewpoint

is established	 in the human sciences, if there is a note

of optimism in the assertion that its position is secure in the

natural sciences, then the incompleteness of our own victory

over subjective and anthropomorphic projections should make us

understand how rife, almost how inevitable, those fallacies

were before science and philosophy existed as distinct forms to

give a Dreams concrete meaning	 to the explanatory viewpoint.

If counter-positions today lead ment to refuse to distinguish

own insights and those of others, at least there should be

no difficulty in reaching another basic feature of primitive

mentality. For the primitive not only lacks examples of

SWVP successful implementation of the e; planaVory v.e•;rpoint

but also lacks the techniques of mystery and control that the

study of grammar imparts to the use of viords, the study of

rhetoric to the use of motaphor, the study of logic to the

communication of thought. The primitive cannot begn to

distinguista v;een hat he knows by experience and what he
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knows inasmuch as he understands. His understanding of nature

is bound to be anthropomorphic and his understanding; of man

is fettered by his inability to conceive other men with a

mentality different from his own.

Finally, as an adequate metaphysics demands

sharp distinctions between positions and counter-positions

and between explanation and description, so 'lso it demands

a firm grasp of the heuristic and progressive character of

human intollirence. Before man actually understands, he seeks

anticipates and seeks to understand. That antici ation implies

that there is something to be known by understanding. It is

fruitful in the i:easure that it leads eventually through

partial insights and further questions to an adequate grasp

of the speculative or practical issue LAL 	 in hand.

But the anticipation, inste _d of being fruitful, may be the

source of illusions. Knowledge that there is a nature can

be mistaken for knowledge of what the nature is. Socrates'

great discovery that he did not know is not without its

ambiguities, for it is one thing to understand in a concrete,

common sense fash:Lon, and it is quite another to be able to

formulate one's understanding coherently in general terms.

The victims of Socrates' pe' sistent cuestioning could not find

an adequate formulation for what they felt they understood;

to he embarrassed by the questioning, they must at least have
s „c4 t

understood how to employ the names ofd , •	 ti}94p attA

Vi_	 .esa; but between an understanding of verbal usage

and an understanding of what names denote, there is a large

gap and commonly obscure gap in which the heuristic anticipation

of insight can pass muster for the occurrence of insirhte

and the partial insight for mastery.
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It is through this rap that there proudly march'

the speculative gnostic and the practical nagicians. They

anticipate scientific understanding of ,what things are and of

boTbe,4 o 1asd..ti	 til zl .erffe e. `ve–c U'

- t-l. e ►'ō n	 y ac f t—I	 vim rr64T s eo
the

how results are to be produced. They anticipate/pure scientist's
a0r1ted

preoccupation with numbers and thetvraak	 scierti tt s

preoccupation with tools. They are necessary != in the

dialectical development of human intollirence, for without their

appearance and their eventual failure men would not learn the
adequate

necessity of effective criteria for determining when/insight

actually has occurred. But because their efforts are ;_,rior

to the discovery of those criteria, bece u se their pure desire

to know is not contrasted with all their other desires, because

names and heuristic anticipations can be mistakelfor insights,

because partial insights have the same generic character as

full understanding, because the satisfaction of understanding

can be mimicked by an air of profundity, a c;low of self- importance,

a power to command r:,si ;ectful attention, because the attainment

of insitlt is a hidden event and its content a secret that

does not admit communication, because other men worship

understanding but da are not secure enourh in their own possession

of it to challenge mistaken claims, the magician and then the

gnostic have their day.

0
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r.e:n:fi1, As the foregoing analysis implies, mythic

consci:)usness is the absence of self-knowledge, and myth is a

consequence of mythic consciousness as metaphysics is a corollary

of self-knowledge. Myth, then, and metaphysics are onl,osites.

For myth recedes and 1n taphys ics advances in the measure that

the counter-positions are rejected, that the at`empt to understand

things as related to us r i •, es way to the effort to understand

them as related to one another, that effective cr_ ceria become

available for determining: the occurrece and the adequacy of

understanding. As myth and motaphsrsics are opnosed, so also

they are	 _4; related dinlectically. For myth is

the product of an untutored desire to understand and formulated

the nature of things. That desire is the root of all science

and philosophy. Only by the mistaken unfold .inr of that desire

has man learnt how to avoid the pitfalls and guard against the

dangers to which its unfolding is exposed. So it is that by

a dialectical re la.t ionslaip, of -: •hich it is not aware, myth

t + _	 • " w E:• 1 • • 1 a

looks forward to its own negation and to the metaphysics
also

that is all the more con scicusly true because it is,Athe conscious

rejection of error.

Because myth has a permanent basis in the poly-

morphism of human consciousness, there is a permanent task of

overcoming myth by metaphyrsics and it ta'res two forms. On the

one hand, philt9esophic attempts to defend co unt er-positions

cannot but re gard the notion of being as the root of myth

and the metaphysical analysis of being as ani extens ion of

scientific techniques into the domain of myth: 	 BAt-Si 

O
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vr
for if the real is not being if 	 is not the intelligently

grasped and reasonably affirmed, then being is myt hical, are

the possibility of metaphysics is precluded, and the conclusions

of Dr. Tillich unavoidable (see Die Religion in Ge  schichte  and

Gegenwart, art. Mythus, 2nd ed., Tūbingen 1930, 4: 367).
	 1

On the other hand, of tiside the field of philosophy, there is

the problem of human development that arises with each new

generations Because men do not develop intellectually or, if

they do, because they become involved in counter-positions,

they cannot be dealt with on the basis of i-Itelli ence and

reason; but this makes it all the easier to deal with them

on the sensitive level, to capture bps'  their imaginations,

to whip up their emotions, to lead them to actions Toyer

in its highest form is power over men, and the successful

maker of myths has that power rithin his reach and grasp.

But, clearly, if viVtlIkie an adequate metaphysics can 144

do something to mailt overcome philosophic misinterpretations

of the notion of myth, it needs to be extended into a philosophy

of education and the education hn s to be made effective before
there can be exorcized
// the risk of adventurers climbing to power through sagacious

myth-making.	
T

Y o-	 _	 el in deference to the

commonly pejorative meaning, attached to the name, myth,

we have identified 4,4^..'ith the counter-pos itions , with the

inability or refusal to go beyond description to e 7planation,

and with the lack or neglect of effective criteria for pas sing

judgments on antici pations and acts of understanding. But
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this is only part of the picture. Even within a highly developed

culture it remains true that, as ')uintilinn remarked, naene omne

quod dicimus metaphora est. 

Not are only are words themselves sensible but also their initial
commonly

meaning/is sensible. By an unr erce ived series of transformations

this initial meaning gradually is chanced until the primary

reference to sensible objects and actions is submerged or forgotten

and from that hidden stem there branch out, often in bewildering

variety, a set of other meanings that to a greater or less

extent transcend the sensible plane However, this process has

its conditions. ;:cords are vocal tools of communication. Their

use occurs when a speaker or writer communicates his thoughts

or judgments or decisions to listeners or readers. They are

effective tools only in the measure that the sneaker or writer

correctly estimates the culturP1 development of listeners or

readers and chooses just the —ords that have a meaning for them.

So one can distinguish between a philosophic lang;uage, a scientific

or mathematical language, a(litera.ry langua re, and a language

of the people; One can go on to introduce sub-divisions within

these categories; for each philosophic school he.s its own

eslanguage; different sciencesna d different levels of mathematics

have different technical terms; literary speech and variting

vary in their wealth of overtones of allusion and su gestion,

in their consc is usne ss of commonly unto sc sous metaphor, in

their esteem or contempt for univocal meaning and linear discourse;
Jame

and the language of the people,ft.ffeyes with locality, with
Q	 a viiuQ.

occupation, with aAsense of tradition or, 	 opennessto change.
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Now if *1	 4v a philosopher were required to

speak to a literary group or a scientist to speak to the people,

he mould begin by insisting, that the	 task was impossible.

He would point out that the proposed audience did not share his

interests; he ,would add that it took him years to learn what

he knows and that the process of learning cannot be telescoped;

he would complain that, once a philosophic or scientific notion

has been communicated successfully, it seems absurd to continue

to employ an enormous literary or popular circumlocution in.?tead

of itroducing a sirxele technical term: he would urge that

the process of learning; itself is clogged when combinations of

technical terms are replaced by conbina;,ions of unwieldy circum-

locutions. Still the first philosorhers and the first scientists

were under the necessity eithor of remaining silent or of

communicatging with ordinary people in ordinary lan7aar;e, They

had to excite interest and sustain attention. They had to command

confidence. They had to import the notion of learning and

obtain willingness to learn. They had to bringabout the

transformations of meanings that change the reference of words

from the sensible to the intellir4ble and the rational, and they

had to do this mit14640 not only without the aid of grammar and

philo'ogy, rhetoric and logic, but even % ithout the very names
and so without the tools that would

of those disciplines^VOI,enable them to explain to themselves or

to others preciselyx what they w-re doing.

It would seem, then, that to the contrasts between

myth and metaphysics, mythic consci.:usness and 	 self—knowledge,

t ,ere must be added a further contrast between mythic expression

and developed expression. For ^ i1, it is true that nearly all
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we say is metaphor, so also it is true that metaphor is revised

and contracted myth, and myth is anticipated and expbnded metaphor.
If

^e the philolomrist can take x the words we use and '-7ork backwards

from our meaning through a series of otter meanings to the initial

meaning of the root, there must have existed a s ,: ries of discoveries

of 	 ng\ -katid ti ē\_	 tot -nom, ,c c3 c9ftri, L ae --thg,de.stkiI

'rralvAl Zse- i dd. ā t` zlt c^Csiz `' ^r ^e e n`^ o?rLn^ un3 c ted^ i i ri^ā g1

ēAeitrrAbrl-eavzi aVko f LYn^-1 ln'- i3 c 1ē i^'s ^,ē-1

of new meanings; as lour, as such discoveries were merely expansions

of existing viewcoints, the new meanings could be communicated

by employing old words outfside their customary contexts;

but whenever the discoveries	 ushered in new viewpoints,

a more elaborate procedure as required to effect the communication.

So the parables of the Gospels recall the experiences and propound

the ima e s that lead to insight into what is meant by the Kingdom

of God. So Plato in his dialogues introduces myths to convey

ins i ,:_hts and judgmonA and evaluations that :-could seem stran *e

and novel. But the same technique can be employed for the same

.	 r	 . • i.	 • •.	 ^. a ' :	 .	 . .	 02 v+su

purpose without the technique itself becoming an object of

investigation and analysis, of reflection and evaluation,

and then its use is 	 * unaccompanied by the announcement

that At what is said is merely a parable or merely a myth ?

because it cannot be accompanied by an explanation of what

is meant by the mere parable or the mere myth. Then the wise

man speaks his riddles and thoughtful listeners are left to

wonder tint and ponder what he means. 

0
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There is then an allegorical aspect of myth.

It is an aspect that emerges when myth is conceived as a solution

to a problem of expression. moreover, it is an aspect that

runs counter to those on which hitherto we have mainly dwelt.

For a problem of expression arises inasmuch as the myth-maker

is endeavoring to transcend the counter-positions, inasmuch

as he is trying to turn attention from the sensible to the

intelligible, inasmuch as he has .reached a viewpoint that current

modes of expression cannot convey. :?1e have ('escribed myth

as an untutored effort of the cle.,ire to imow to r*rasp and

formulate the nature of things. In the measure that such.

an effort ix tries to free itself from its fetters, myth

attains an allegorical significance.
AĪOt.ew 	 N A 15i-arY ,

.besides myth there Is

mystery. Man's unansw-;red questions confront him with a

"known unknown," and that confrontation may not be dodged,

The detached and disinterested desire to know is unrestricted:

it flings at us the name of obscurantists if we restrict it

by alloying other desire to interfere with its proper unfolding;

and Alile that unfolding; may can establish that thezOtraa+e%

our larel5. naturally possible knowledge is restricted, this

restriction on possible attainment is not a restriction on the

desire itself; on the contrary, it the question whether attainment

is^nossiblelin all cases, presupposes the fact, that in aLl cases

attainment is desired. Moreover, this unrestricted openness

of our intelligence and reasonableness not only is the concrete

operator of our intellectual development but also is accompanied

by a corresponding operator that deeply and powerfully holds

our sensitive integrations open to transforming change. Man

by nature is orientated into mystery, and naturam expelles f urea, 

^.^ 
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tamen us :,ue recurrit.

Thous, the field of k mystery is contracted by

the advance of knowledge, it cannot be eliminated from human

living. There always is the further question. Thou^,h metaphysics

can grasp the structure of possible science and the ultimate

contours of proportiona te being, this concentration only serves

to put more clearly and distinctly t' e question of transcendent

being. And if that question meets with answers, will not the

answers give rise to further questions?

Moreover, the advance of knowledge is through

anticipated or as achieved explanation. But explanation does

not give man a home. It reveals things in their relations to

one another through the complex symbols of mathematics, the

cumbrous technical terms of science, the bloodless ballet of

metaphysical categories. Even if one does not revolt xs at

the very notion that in that fashion man is to contemplate
aa►

realityAexplained, at least one has to admit 1) that the world
s

of pure science and of metaphysics isAvery different from the

world of poetry and of common sense, 2) that the apprehension

of explanation stands in tetIstotu opposition and tension

with the flow of, sensitive presentations, of̂ feelings and

emotions, of, talking and doing that ie the per► palpable part
of our living with persons and our dealing , -' ith things,

4) that as explanation is reached thro'igh description,
F	 I

so it must be applied concretely by ttekkil turning from explanation

tab back to u the descriptive world of things for us, and
therefore 5) that ma/21s explanatory self-knowledge can become

effective in hiss concrete living only if the content

of systematic insights, the direction of judgments, the dynamism

of decisions can be embodied in images and that release feeling

i   

alr066114,4bir:        

. _     
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and emotion and flow spontaneously into deeds no less than viords.

The achievement, then, of full understanding and

the attainment even of the totality of correct judg ent 	 rn t

free man from the necessity of dynamic ima :-' s that pn rtly are

symbols and partly are signs. This necessity neith _-r supposes

nor implies the commonly pejorative m anine . of myth, for it

remains despite complete and fully conscious re ;iection of

counter-positions, of the attempt to confine explanation uithin

a descriptive mould, of gnosticism and of magic. It is a

necessity that has its ground in thp very structure of man's

being, in which intel ectual activity is a h_f'u'ser integration
the

of/sensitive flow and thy: s• ;nsitive flow is a hi-her integration

of organic performance. To such ima.rle s, then, let us give

the name of mysteries. For if that is an amiguous name, if

to some it nasals recalls Eleusis and Samothrace and to others

t. e centuries in which the sayings and the deeds of Tesus were

the object of preaching and of reverent contemplaxtion, still

that very ambiguity is extremely relevant to out topic.

For our in , airy has sung round in a circle.

We began from the compound cate --ory of mystery and myth. =e
isolated, first, a pejorative meaning in which mythic consciousness

is the lack of self-mknowledrre and mirth the opposite of metaphysics.

We noted, seco_,dly, a x _problem of expression that '„ould arise

inevitably in the process from ignorance to knowledge, and tnere

we	 ne 3-eel e. 	 rozrical aspect of myth. Thirdly, we have

0	 found that even fat ade :uate xxt self-hnov ledge and explicit

metaphysics may contract but cannot eliminate a "known unknown”

and that they cannot issue into a co. trol of human living

i.

0

- ,_:-	 :.
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without being transposed into dynamic images which make sensible

to human sensitivity what human intelli- ence reaches for or grasps.

But this brings us back to the conipou_nd category from which we

began. Because human understanding and judTment, decision and

belief, are the hither ir .tejtration of sensitive contents and

activities, the orimin, the expression, and the application

of lit ellirrent and rational contents and directives lie& in the

st	 '1&,L- .. "'bhe we-a-sur6 _thatttiari_ dev , ?—iQp v*...in -self

r10.'a'.Le agtsf - 	 be'e amen rz^	 ^^^stz^

sensitive field. Because the in 'ceFratirg activities of the

intellectual level and the int = craned activities of the sensitive

level form a dialectical unity in tension, it follows 1) that

the intellectual activities are either the proper unfolding of

the detached and disinterestedd desire of know or else a

distorted unfoldin g; due to the interference of other desire

and 2) that the sensitive activities, from which intellectual

contents emerge and in which the7 are represented, expressed,

and applied, either are involved in the mysteries of the

proper unfolding or distort these mysteries into myths.

F4!3r (0y leca .use man develops in self-knorled r-e, he distinguishes

between his sensitive and intellectual activities with increasing

sharpness and exactitude and grasps ix with ever greater precision

their inter-relations and inter-dependence; and so advance in

self-knowledge implies an increa sine- consciousness and deliberateness

and effectiveness in his choice and use of dynamic images, of

mottos and slogans. Finally, tills advance implies, not any

rationalist sublation of both mystery and myth, but simply a

k displacement of the sensitive re-resentation of spiritual issues.

Because counter-positions head to their own reversal and myths
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are grounded in counter-positions, sooner or later every myth

is discredited. Because man cannot renounce intellience or

repudiate reasonableness, every occasion, on v.hich a myth is

discredited, is also an opportunity for man to advance towards
science and

a profounder self-kno•,:ledge4,and a more exact grasp of/ metaphysics,
a more conscious use of mystery purified of myth.

n 
Because the union of sensitive and intellectual activities

is a unity of opposites in tension, because the dominion

of the detached and disinterested desire constantly is challenged,

the elimination of one myth tends to coincide with the genesis

of another and the advance of science and philosophy ttitrly

implies ibt4 merely that tie later myths will be :le-fie-3%14mi-
complemented and defended

pby appropriate philosophies a.nci mane effective tlirourh

the discoveries of science and the inventions of technology.

So we are bzour 'ht to the profound disillusionment

of moth ' rn man and to the focal point ofk his horror. He had

hoped through knowled e to ensnre a development that was always

progress and never decline. lie has discovered that the advance

of human kno.:ledge is ambivalent, that it places in man's

hands stupendous power without necessarily adding; Proportionate

wisdom and virtue, that the fact of advance and the evidence

of power are not	 guarantees of truth, that

myth la.44ikrtA6Jvsattiq4 is the permanent alternative to mystery

and mystery is what	 his hybris re,ected.
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2• 25. The Notion of Truth.

The real issue, then, is truth. Thous-h it has

concerned as all along, it will not be amiss to bring together

at least the mad main points made on different occasions and

in different ch' ' ters. Accordin^•ly, .':e distincuish 1) the

criterion of truth, 2) the definition of troth, 3) thelontology

of truth, 4) truth in expression, 5) ^trn. hj 	 ,
At.	 oir

and 6)
A
 truth 3t ' . ^ -	 :	 -34at en..

0 741 The Criterion.

The proximate criterion of truth is reflective

grasp of the virtually unconditioned. Because it proceeds

by rational necessity from such a rrasp, the act of judgment

is an actuation of rational consciousness, and the content of

judgment has the stamp of the absolute.

Essentially, then, because the content of judgment

is unconditioned, it is indeindent of the judr,ing subject.

Essentially, again, rational consciousness is what issues in

a product that is ind .een_dent of itself. Such is the meaning

of absolute objectivity, and from it there follows a public

or common terrain tiirou-h which different subjects can and do

d communicate and agree.

Concretely, ho Never, while reflective understanding

grasps the virtually unconditioned, it itself is conditioned by

the occurrence of other cognitional acts; and while the content

of the jud.Tent is ,rasred as unconditioned , still that content

eit,.er demands or rests on to, .e contents of ex oeriences, insights,

and other judgments for its full clarification. This concrete

inevitability of a context of other acts and a context of other

contents is vrha . t necessitates the addition of a remote to a

proximate criterion of truth.

'2., 97
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The remote criterion is the proper unfolding

of the detached and disinterested desire to know. In negative

terms this proper unfolding; is the absence of interference

from other desires that inhibit or reinforce and in either case

distort the guidance given by the pure desire. A more positive

account of the matter, perhaps, will be sur-ested by clarifying

the differences between six terms, infallibility and certitude,

certainty and probability, ideal and actual frequency.

A frequency is a numerical ratio of occurrences

to occasions. An actual frequency is reached by counting both

occurrences and occasions. An ideal frequency is a numerical

ratio from which actual fre-uencies diver-e but do not do so

systematically. Finally, both act!_I .a . l and ideal frequencies

may be affirmed or denied, and the affirmation or denial may

be certain or probable. It follows that, while judgments are

occurrences with actual f. equencies, while in principle their

ideal fre . uencies might be estimated or calcu . J ated, still the

ideal frequency of a judgment is one thing and i ;s probability

is another. For certain judmnents admit an ideal frequency no

less than probable judgments; and if the ideal frequency of the

probable judgment were its probability, then the probability of

affirming t: -Iatial ideal free Jency would be another ideal frequency,

so that an infinite regress ;; o!ild result.

Accordingly, the probability of a judgment, like

the certainty of a judgment, is a pro.)erty of its content.

If that content coincides with what is grasped as virtually

unconditioned, then it is a certainty. But what is grasped

as virtually unconditioned may be that a given content heads

towards the m virtually unconditioned, and then the content

is a probability. On this analysis, every judgment rests
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on a grasp of the virtually unconditioned, and the probability

of a probabld judgment is a certainty. But the content grasped

as virtually uncond_tioned may be coincident with the content

of the judgment or, on the other hand, merely with the approximation
/rwursve140 	;444-0--

of that content 	 con,;ent that would be virtually

unconditioned.

However, there is a third sense of probability

that is reached by contrasting infallibility with a cert_. rude

that admits degrees. A subject may grasp the virtually

unconditioned and yet may ask whether that fulfilment of the

proximate criterion of truth has been vitiated by subjective

bias. Then there arises the nuestion of the remote criterion.

The subject ix becomes more or less secure or anxious about

the genuineness of his inquiry and reflection, and further

inquiry and reflection will in their turn be open to similar

questioning. 	 at iv is in doubt is the subject himself, and

all his efforts to remove the doubt will proceed from the

same suspected source.

One component in this situation may be the

subject's flight from the seif personal committment involved

in judgment; another may he a temperamental inclination to

anxiety; but the objective issue is the habitual and actual

disinterestedness and detachment of the subject in his cognitional

activities; and in resolving that issue further consideraticais

COMA into play.

Thus, one may call upon the judgments of others

to support one's own. Detachment and disinterestedness are

independent of circumstances, but bias, unless it is general,

tends to vary with circumstances. Hence, certitudes may be

strengthened by the agreement of others, and this strenthening
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will vary with the numbers of those that agree, the diversity
consequent

of their circumstances, thevirtaal elimination of individual

and group bias, and the absence of any ground for suspecting

general bias.

Again, there are judgments that express the

conditions of possible truth or e; ror, certainty and probability,

detachment or distortion. To call them into question is to

presuppose their validity. To suppose that they will be revised

is to postulate a fictitious reviser and to dtrip the name,

revision, of its current meaning. Ln such cases the subject

is confronted with limiting; structures thats carry their own
the less obvious

guarantee. He may fail in his formulp . tion ofn 	; 	in

limiting struct1re4 he may expect otliors with greater penetration

of mind and greater detachment of spirit to improve on the

formulation at which he has arrived; but at least he has some

p,	 grasp of the principle of Ilatit i*A limiting structures

and so some firm foothold against t: ._e fear of general bias.

There are, then, degrees of certitude and their

ground lies behind the proximate criterion of the virtually

unconditioned in the more obscure re rion of the remote criterion.
il WIlft

Only c;nhe.nithis obscure reg*ion becone 0 completely clarified,

either in fact or, more radically, as a matter of principle,
tAronki.d,

d	 certitude roach the absolute of infallibility.

1.2	 The Definition of Truth.

The definition of truth was introduced implicitly

in our account of the notion of being. For being was identified

with what is to be known through int eLlient *rasp and

reasonable affirmation; but the only reasonable affirmation
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is the true affirmation; and so being is what is known truly.

Inversely, then, knowing is true by its relation to being,

and truth is a relation of knowing to being.

What is the relation? In the limiting case,

when the knowin.. is identical with the knoln , the .relation

disappears to be replaced by an identity, and then truth consists

in the absence of any difference whatever between the knowing and

the known being. In the general case, when there is more than

one known, and one of these is a knower, it is possible to
of

formulate a set of positive and/ne ;ati—e co^i arative judgments

and then to employ this set to define implicitly such terms

as subject, object, and the principal notion of objectivity.

Within this context t;,ere follows the traditional definition

of truth as the conformity or correspondence of the subject's

affirmation's and ner*,ations to what is and is not.

2.3 The Ontological Aspect of Truth.

The id :ntification of being- with the possible

object of inquiry and reflection places a restriction on what

being can be. From this restriction t'iere followed the major

premiss of metaph-rsical method, namely, the isomorphism that

obtains between the structure of our knowing and the structure

of its proportionate known. This isomorphism vas elaborated

in the chapter on the elements of metaph sics and it $$ was

clarified still further when, in discussing what precisely

was meant by the elements, we concluded to the intrinsic

intelligibility of being. For what is to be known by intelligence

is what is meant by the intelligible; being is what is to be

known by intelligence, and so it must be intelligible and it

cannot lie beyond th intelligible or differ from it; moreover,

y.,....----.T _.....7...„„,.••„,•,,,,„,rn.r....m........w.suiamw............. w.......p..v..m)
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one is confined to this viev;, for any other view involves one in

the counter-positions that sxa become incoherent when supposed

to be grasped intelligently and affirmed reasonably.

Ontological truth, then, is the intrinsic

intelligibility of being. at is the conformity of being to

the conditions of Jo its being known through ins;ellir.ent inquiry

and critical reflection. Moreover, it leads to a distinction

between material and spiritual being, between the intrinsically

intelligible being that i.:i not intelligent and the intrinsically

intelligible being that is intellim=-nt. Since the difference

between matter and spirit can be shown to lie in the fact that

the material is not intrinsically inde - enc.ent of the merely

empirical residue while the spiritual is, there follows a

closer determination of the possibility of kno'.ledge in terms

of matter and limnateriality.

The p;eneral theorem is, then, the identification

with intrinsic intelligibility of 1) being, 2) unity, 3) truth

in its ontological aspect, and, as will appear in the next

chapter, 4) the good.
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2.4 Truth and Expression.

As knowledge rises on the three levels of

experience and imagination, understanding and conception,

and reflection and judgment, so in expression there may be

distinguished three components. For as affirmative or negative

utterance, the expression corresponds to reflection and judgent.

As a significant combination of :.cords, the e x ression corresponds

to insight and conception. As an instrumental multiplicity,

the expression corresponds to the ni terial multiplicity of

exoeriencex and imagination.

This isomorphism of knowleclae and expression

is not to be mistaken for an identity. 014414..101 It is one

thing to say so and another to judge, for men can lie.

. *I.Abv^dp6ehl4 ^e t 	 'enc^ARAd1ana_thēr

'N-Wbeiltrst It is one thing to understand experience

and another to hit upon the happy and effective combination

of phrass and sentences. It is one thing to be rich in

ex'::erience and
 

another to be fluent with words. To the

judgment of knowledge, expression adds an act of^ w	 to Ea
speak truthfully or deceitfully. To the insight of kno w ledge,

ex: ression adds a further practical insight that governs the

verbal flow towards its end of communication. Finally, the

manifold of the presentations of sense and of the representations

of imagination is succeeded in expression by the manifold of

conventional signs.

If we have emphasized the distinction between

knowledge and expression, we have also to take into account

their inter-penetration. For coming to know is a process;

it advances by stages in which in-'uiry yields insights only



to give rise to further questions that lead to further insights

and still further questions. At each stare of the process
reached

it is helpful to fix what has beennatz	 and to formu]a to

in some fashion what romainsjto be sought. So expression enters

into the very process of learning and the attainment of know-

ledge tends to coincide with the attainment of the ability

to express it.

The inter-penetration of knowledre and expression

implies a solidarity, almost a fusion, of the development of

knowledge and the development of lan_r-uar-e. Words are sensible:

mSetletsi(

tie cljua sf^-ef^-ae i^- Die--c ock-sc 3ezzr —tt	 a-ir

etinues of associations o names and memories, feelings and
and heighten

lot ions, attitudes _nd senfcimetit.a; re —slti e-rt%'.^:a—n@ it ae

support and heighten the resonance of human inter-subjectivity;

the mere presence of another releases in t1.e dynamism of

sensitive consciousness a modification of the flow of fe elings

and emotions, images and memories, attitudes and sentiments;

but words pea possess their own retinues of associated

ro seesentations and affects, and so the addition of speech

to presence brings about a specialised, directed mocifJ-cation
Stitt

of inter-subjective refection and response. Us A beyond the

psychology of words, there is their meaning. They belong

together in typical patterns, and learning a lanr,; ^.^ane is

a matter, first, of grasping such patterns and, secondly,

of f radually allowing; the insights, by which the patterns

are grasped, to he short-circuited by tgliviensitive routines

tt^i't^^rnesl^tlh :i^^m e^n^.-^;ii;,^;^.•

•"
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that permits the attention of intellirrence to concentrate on

higher-level controls. Just as the concert pianist is not

thanking of the place of middle C, so the speaker or writer

is not thinking\ofof the meaning- of his words, Rem tone et verba

seq u.entur. But these sensitive r ontines, these typical patterns,

are able to carry the meaning of words only because initially

there occurred the insir,:hts that linked words intelligibly

not only ith one another but also with terms of meaning and

with sources of meaning.

The relationships of T.: ords to one another is the

easiest to formulate. Basic lexicography assirrns each ';:ord

its meaning by quoting*. from accepted authors the types of

sentence in -which the word occurs. The mathematician, the

scientist, the philosor her employs the technique of implicit

definition (or Aristotelian declaration by analorry) to fix

the mean .'.nM of his fundamental terms and relations. Just

as howled e advances throuch accumulations of insi^thts to

hi'lier vieviy o _nts, so also languare advances from a level

of elementary meanings through hip her viewpoints to ever

more compendious vocal restur e s. So we speak of Platonism

and Aristotelianism, of Christianity and Islam, of Renaissance

and Reformation, of Enlightenment and Revolution, of Science

and Faith, but wh t we mean by such words would call for

volumes of other words.

Were words related only to other words, their

meaning would never be more than verbal. But the mere fact

that a sword can occur in a sentence that is affirmed endows

it with a basic reference to the obective of in ellir-ent

and rational consciousness, to being. Moreover, this basic



reference, which is the core of all meaning, admits differentiation

and specialization. There are many :Aords: some are substantival

because they refer to intelligible and concrete unities; some

are verbal because they refer to con jurftte acts; some are

adjectival or adverbial because they refer to the regularity

or frequency of the occurrence of acts or to potentialitalities

for such rogulatrities or frequencies. Finally, since the
J .

development of t<in	 (~ ^e fuses with the ōevelopment of knowledge,

the meaning of ords not only deg ends upon the metaphysical

matrix of t-rms of meaning but also upon the experiential

sources of meaning. Prior to the explanatory conjugates,

defined by their relations to one an.:th .er, there are the

experiential conjugates that involve a triple correlation of

classified ex ;eriencies, classified contents of experience, and

corresponding narties. The being to be ]mown as an intelligible

unity differentiated by verifiable recru .laritres and frequencies

begins by being conceived heuristically, and then its unknown

nature is differentiated bz, ex:: erient±aL conjugates.

,"e are nay, perhaps, in a position to come

to grips with our problem, n^mely, the relation between truth

and expression. L',Te began by emphasizing the distinction between

knowledge and its e.:)ression. Bt  we followed up this contention

with no less insistence on the genetic inter-penetration of

knowledre and lane ;ua.re. Because of this inter-penetration

there arises the conviction that, vh'_1e knowing and stating

are distinct, still they run so much together that they

are inseparable. r, hat is known, whrt is meant, and ;what is

said, can be distinguished; but the distinctions auxin point

merely to differences of aspect in =:hat inevitably is the

same thing.

0
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So it is tliat efforts to explain what we mean

sootier or later, and sooner rather than later, end with the

global assertion that what is Meant is obvious and neither

needs nor admits any explanation. Ho ever, it is not difficult

to introduce a crucial ex?wriment tlat re-es ,ablishes the 7ulf

'6941,7fatailMatV ..d' e` an jt e\s Siok. '\-Fte - `o-(51	 rf ,of\- 	- 04--izi3o.-deuce

bet - :reen 1mowled : e and expression. For, after all, it is only

a plotter of common coincidence that this gulf disappears.

Commonly it does hap-en that conversation occurs bet ween people

that share the same common sense, that : . riting is directed to

readers that already understand in considerable detail the

subject under discussion. But t ere also is communication

between people with different habitual accumulations of insi hts,

between teac :-_e :r s and pupils, between original dii-; ers and

their conuemporaries, boteen the erect men of the past and

their present readers. And then the r ^-re^ter the !dap bet , een

the intellectual development of riber and re a der,	 more

stupendous can become the distinction between knowledr,e and

expression.

By way of illustration lot us suppose that

•	 ' 1 l,	 t . .. 	id . 	 • s v A •_	 -	 ,	 !:	 e

a writer proposes to communicate some ins ir!ht (A) to a reader.

Then by an insight (B) the writer will grasp the reader's

habitual accumulation of insithts (C); by a further insight (D)

ho will grasp the def.icieneies in ins ū_oht (:r;) that must be

made upper before the reader can ,grasp the ins3.r ht (A) ; finally,
444

the writer must reach a practical, in,irthts (F) that will govern

his verbal flow, the shaping', of his sentences, their combination

into paragraphs, the sec uence of para raphs in chapters, and of

chapters in books. Clearly, this practical insight d.# (F)
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differs notabl ronl the insir^ht (A) to be g communicated. It

is determined by the x insir t (A) as its principal objective.

But it is also determined by the ins i -ht (B) which settles '

what the ,triter need not explain and, no less, the rozources
to secure

of language on which he can rely 0 effective communication.

Furti.er, it is determined by the insight (D) which fixes a

sub.,idiary goal that hes to he attained if the principal coal

is to be reached. Finally, the ex 'ression will be a failure

in the measure that insights (B) and (D) miscalculate the

habitual development (0) and the relevant deficiencies (E)

of the anticipated reader.

It follows, then, that properly speaking

expression is not true or W1.4516101 false. Truth pertains

to the judi rnent inasmuch as it proceeds from a qrasp of

the virtually unconditioned, inasmuch as it conforms to

the being it affirms, and inasmuch as it demands an intrinsic

intelligibility in being as a condition of the possibility of

knowing. Expressions are instrumental. They are related

to the truth of kno, .ledge. Similarly, they are related to

the moral truth of the will that communicates knowledge.

But in themselves ex-ressions are merely adequate or inadequate.

Moreover, in the general case, the adequacy

of expression is not measured exclusively by its correspondence

with the knowledge to be communicated. That knowledge sets

a principal goal; it defines a central meaning. But besides

p	 the principal r;oal, there can be a subsidiary
/ goal; besides

the central meaning, there can be a more or less peripheral
M-^ a,(rū to

meaning. For the speaker 	 ^convey what he wishes to say
only if he first conveys other insights that in one manner or

another enable his hearers to grasp the messar-e 7.ith which he

C 0



is concerned.

Further, adequacy is a variable standard. If one

has anything much to say, then one cannot say it all at once.

If one has anything; very s irnif icant to say, then p' obably one

will not be able to ox"ress the whole of it except to a rather

specialized audience. Such limitations restrict the adequacy

with which even one's rrincipal meaning is expressed. But there

are fi rthor limitations on the adequacy with which subordinate

and peripheral meanings are expressed. it7zon3:dxbe For one

thing leads to another. If insights (D) must be communicated

in order to communicate insight (A), other insights (G) may be

needed to cormrLunicate insights (D) ; in turn, insights (G) •,:i11

need to be = receded by insights (H), until one has said all one

knows andAdiscovered rorha^^s a few ^^o.^nts that one	 to

clear up for oneself. But human expression is never complete

expression. It keeps its eye on the central meaning; it expedites

subordinate and peripheral meanings by lowering standards of

adequacy to a sufficient approximation to the purpose in hand;

and, quite clearly, it cannot add in a p^renthesis this somewhat

involved account of the variable standard of adequate ex ression.

However , this account of the relation between

truth and expression rests on the position that truth resides

in the internal act of judgment, of assenting or/dissenting.

But against every position there stands a co:inter-position.

109
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It can be maintained that truth and falsity reside, not in the

judgment, but in the expre: lion, that if judnments are true or

false then that is so because they agree with true or false

ex cessions, that the public or common field through which

men can communicate is not an absolute, independent of all

subjects because reached through the virtually unconditioned,
it

but simply the atmosphere which, as we breatherin common, so
vibrating, in the various manners

also we set krts-e ,,AdA51,a4lopathat carry our words from one to

another.

Besides the basic counter-position, there are

minor oppositions. One can ' ,rant that truth and falsity reside

in the judgment, yet one can conceive the relations between

truth and falsity in terms of mistaken theory of knowledge.
and

Thus, the Scotist view thpt words correspondo concepts/\that

concepts are produced in us by the formal as sects of things

involves a rigid correlation between knowledr.e and expression.

If its inadequacy is not apnarent when communication occurs

in the simple case when speaker and hearer share t' .e same

intellectual development, it brenks down with a magnificent

irrelevance to facts when one recalls the long; and fruitless

verbal debates of the izav!,-ih fourteenth century or the oceans

of commentary that ever flow in ever renewed inter pretations

of the greater works of human intelli •ence.

F IrZ-" ly, ^ā ^-^ 	 'Cierr-frf
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Finally, there is the popular fallacy, If often

enough the meaning	 of an express ion is simple and obvious,

wk- should it not always be so? 7Ihy should honest truth ever

hide in the voluminous folds of a lengthy, complicated, and

difficult exposition? Perhaps we have done something to meet

this objection. Once one has understood, the content of an

insight is simple and obvious even though it is exrressed poorly.

Until one has understood, the content of an insight is as hidden

as the far side of the moon. Accord:. gly, one finds ex=si

the meaning of expressions simple and obvious when the speaker

or writer is communicating what one understands already, and

one finds their meaning obscure and difficult when he is stating

what one has still to learn. In the latter case no amount of

pedagogic and linguistic skill will eliminate the necessity of

the effort to learn. For this reason only the man that understands

everything already is in a position to demand that all meaning

be simple and obvL:us to him.



7.5 The Appropriation of Truth.
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To appropriate a truth is to make it one's own.

The essential appropriation of truth is co tuitional. However,

our reasonableness demands consistency between what •.>e know and

what we do; and so t here is a imemid volitional appropriation

of truth tat consists in our willingness to live up to ' it,

and a sensitive appropriation of truth that cons_sts in an

adaptation of our sensibility to the requirements of our knowledge

and our decisions.

The essential appropriation of truth sets a

threefold problem. First, there is the problem of learning,

of gradually acquiring the accumulation of habitual insights

that constitute a viewpoint, and eventually of moving from

loner to over h_rhor vietivo..nts. Secondly, there is the problem

of identification. By insir is one grasps unities and corelations;

but besides the unity, there are the elements to be unified;

and besides the correlation, there are the elements to be req d-

distinguished and related. Until one yOlgtsr gets the insight,

one has no clue (apart from the directions given by a teacher)

for _,icking out acc:u ,ate ly the eleme is t'-.at are to be unified

or related. But once the insight is reached, one is able to

find in one's own ex,)erience just v hat it is that falls under

the insight's grasp and what lies outside it. However, ability

is one thing, and performance is another. Identification is

performance. Its effect is to make cr. -..e possess the insight

as one's own, to be assured in one's use of it, to be familiar

e -1V-vfrA -c^e-,n#se ' -•      
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with the range \pf its relevance. Aristotle remarked, I think ,

that if one understands, one can teach. But the understanding

that enables one to teach adds identification to insight.

By that addition one is able to select and arrange and indicate

to others the combi ration of sensible elements thatli will

give rise to the same insight in them. One is able to vary

the elements at the demand of circumstances. One is able to

put the questions that aim elicit from the pupil indications

of his blind-spots and, then, to proceed afresh to the task

of bringing him to the prior insic hts he must reach before he

can master the present lesson.

Thirdly, there is the problem of orientation.

Every discovery can be formulated either as a position or as

a counter-position. But counter-positions both seem obvious

and yet are destined to ult ima. t e reversal. Inasmuch as we

inquire intelli"ently and reflect critically, we operate under

the drive of the detached and disinterested desire to know.

But once we have reached t'-e truth, we are prone to find it

unreal, to shift from the realm of the intelligible and the

unconditioned back into the realm of sense, to turn away from

truth and being and settle down like r',00d animals in our

palpable environment. In the measure that we fail to orientate

ourselves towards truth, we both distort what we know and

restrict what we minht know. ','e distort what we know by

imposing upon it a mistaken k notion of reality, a mistaken

notion of objectivity, and a mistaken k notion of knowledge.

e—er r it-t-v fast... e-nu ght -3oaow e - e•- na-ke- one stIve s -ur	 a staff-

in."-t-riith --a:nd--b	 --
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We restrict what v:e might know; for we can justify to ourselves

and to others the labor spent in learning only by pointing

to the palpable benefits it brings; and the demand set by

palpable benefits does not enjoy the unrestricted range of

the detached and disinterested desire to know.

l=ei.$ e ian--ne tk e_ . c o .c a-it io ham' a 	 ep .3.at	 L .

ut inkornrsbf it~s-prob.lems.n,ot o y 	 nal-c`1 -ais&-

xurft,pu.atil rel—t0'

The roader will note that the three problems of

cognitional appropriation run parallel to the three levels

in our kno : ing. The problem of learning is the met on the

level of understanding and formulation. The problem of identifi.catiu

is mot on the level of experience (where experience is used broadly

to denote not only sense exerience but also intellectual and

rational consciousness) . The problem of orientation is met

on the z level of reflection and judgment when at last we

grasp that every issue closes when .e can say definitively,

It is so, or It is not so, t gat the objective of knowing is

being, that while being is a protean not ion still its content

is determined by inteilic^ent grasp and reasonable affirmation

and, after affirmation, by nothing else.

he have cast our account of appropriation in

terms of problems rat'ar than in termsa of results, and this

purely dynamic viewpoint is of some importance. For it excludes

all fetishism, all mistaking of means for ends. Clear definition,

precise language, orderly arrangement, rigorous proof, and all

the other paraphernalia of cognitional activity possess their

value. They serve to mark clearly the successive stages of

advance. They consolidate in max masterly fashion what at

any given moment appears to be atta _ned solidly and more or less

0 0 	1
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permanently. They provide magnificent ex;ressions of the truth

that is to be appropriated. But of their very nature they are

static. They shed no light either on the uupil ' s talcs task

of coming to appropriate them or on the investi-s .tor's task

of going beyond them to the appropriation of furtior truth.

Yet it is precisely that twofold task that an account of

appropriation should envisage. The well-formulated system

becomes mine in so far as I understand it, in so far as I can

identify its empirical elements in my experience, in so far as

I grasp the unconditioned or the apnroxi(aation to the unconditioned

that grounds a reasonable affirmation of it, in so far as my

orientation permits t me to be content Yith that affirmation as

the final simmat increment in my kno ledTe of the system and

does not drive me to seek in the "already out t ere now" some

imaginative representation of what, after all, it really means.

Exactly the same proced ure Moverns efforts to go beyond the

well-formulated s rstem and to rennrate t'- .e stresses and strains

in knowledge that will lead to its replacement by IAA a more

adequate account of reality.

It may be noted, further, that the three problems

of appropriation are solidary. One cannot go far in understanding

without turning to the problem of identification and, without

understanding, one is unable to identify. Again, a mistaken

orientation rives rise to pseudo-problems, but in the limit

pseudo-problems bring about their own reversal and with it

the correction of the mistaken orientation. Thus, contemporary

physics finds Ī it se if compelled to say that it deals with the

entities that satisfy certain t;;Tpes of e uatiors even thoaugh

such entities and their processes defy our powers of imagination.

II
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Finally, unless one gives oneself to the effortto understand,

one has no means of identifying in one's experience what precisely

is meant by the proper orientation of the detached and disinterested

desire towards the universe of truth and being.

In a sometwh t looser fashion, cormitio: a1

appropriation of truth is solidary with voL.tiunal and with

sensitive appropriation. Bad will mkes truth unwelcome, and

unwelcome truth tends to be overlooked. For Ghe appropriation

of truth even in the cognitional field makes demands upon the

whole man; his consciousness has to slip into the intellectual

pattern of ex..-erience and it has to remain there with the fefi '

minimum of distractions; his sub-consciousness has to tarow

up the iina giros that lead to insi,tht; his desire to knov; has to

be sufficiently dominant to keep ever fort, er questions complementing

and correcting previous insights; his observation and his memory

have to contribute spontaneously to the presentation and the

recall of relevant data in -::hich the fulfilment or non-fulfilment

of the unconditioned is to be found. Bad will, hoever, either

prevents one from initiating an inquiry or, if that cannot be

avoided, from prosecutinging it wo. earnestly and effectively.

For the collaboration of all our po;:ers toy: ds the grasping

of truth, bad. will substitutes their conspiracy to bring forth

crdoubts about truth and evidence for error. ` tn.versely, if the

attainment of truth demands good will, still good vill,h.az

as we shall see in the next chapter, is nothing but a willingness

to follow the lead of intel1 ic-ence and truth. So it is that

man is boxed in; ,ithout the appropriation of truth, his will

cannot be positively good; and ithout rood will he cannot

proceed to the attainments of truth. On this basic oroblem

something has been said already in the account of genuineness
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as the operator of human intellectual development; and something

more will be added in the chapter to follow.

Human intelli renco and reasonableness function

as the highar intogrii ion of the senstive sensitive flow of

percepts and imar:es, emotions and feeling attitudes and sentiments,

words and deeds. It follows that as the cornitional and volitional

appropriations of truth are solidary with each other so also they

condition and are conditioned by adaptations of human sensibility.

Here the basic problem is to discover the dynamic images that

both correspond to intellectual contents, orientations, and

determinations yet also possess in the sensitive field the power

to issue forth not only into words but also into deeds. On this

problem we have touched in asserting_ the necessity of either

mysteries or myths; and to it we shall return in a t ::emoting

to analyse the structure of history. For the moment it must

suffice to draw attention to the fact that, as intellectual

development occurs through insights into sensible presentations

and imaginative re: ,resentations, so also the intelli-ent and

reasonable control of human living can be effective only in the

measure that it has at its disposal the symbols and signs by

which it translates its directives to human sensibility.

Finally, unless one can carry out in deeds what one knows and

wills, then the willing alr _lady is a failure and from failing

will to bad will to r'isconcornk for truth there are tie easy

and, unfortunately, familiar steps.

0
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b.if The Truth of Interpretation

3.A1 The problem.

The problem of interpretation can best be intro-

duced by distinguishing between expression, simple interpretation,

and 	 interpretation.

As has been seen, an expression is a verbal flow

governed by a practical ins is ht (F) that depends upon a principal •

insight (A) to be communicated, upon a grasp (B) of the anti-

cipated audience's habitual intellectual development (C), and

upon a grasp (D) of the deficiencies in t insight (t;) that have

to be overcome if the insiht (A) is to be communicated.

By an	 interu'etation will be meant a second

expression addressed to a different audience. Hence, since it

is an expression, it will be guided 	 ait a practical insight (Ft)

that depends upon a principal insirfht (At) to be conwiunicated,

upon a grasp (Bt) of the ant is ir ,ated audience's habitual

intellectual development (0!), and upon a grasp (D') of the

deficiencies in insir--ht (E') that have to be overcome if the

principal insight (A') is to he communicated.

In the simple interpretation the principal

insight (A 1 ) to be communicated purports to coincide with the

principal insight (A) of the orirtinal expression. Hence,

differences between the practical insi r-hts (F) and (Ft) depend

directly upon differences between the habitual insir hts (B) and

(B!), (D) and (D' ), and remotely upon/differences between
4 ,r4a d^^	 4.;2 v

the habitual developments (C) and (C')  (E) and WI).

Now the simple interpretation gives rise to

further questions. On an elementary level people ask why

-   
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a faithfgl interpretation should differ from the original expression.

If this issue is met by appealing to the fact that both the

original expression and the interp e :a_tion are relative to their

respective audiences, there arises the problem of settling

the differences between the audiences and of incorporating them

into the interpretation.

incerpre'ration, then, is guided by a

practical in^i-;ht (F") that depends uron insights (A"), (B"),

and (D") . But now the insight (B") is a grasp of the audience's

habitual ,grasp (C") of its own intellectual development a (CI)

and of the difference between that development and the habitual

accumulation of the insights (C) in the initial au i ience.

Similarly, the ins irtht Bx (D") is a rrasp of the audience's

deficiencies (E") in r;rn.ping t e differences between 4 the

habitual developments (CI) and (C) and so in unrerstan.ding the

differences bet .seen the pr. ?ctical insights (F 1 ) and (F). Finally,

the principal insight (A") to be corm unica;ed will be a grasp

of the identity of the insirht (A) cortwiunicnted in the original

expression and of the insight (A') communicated in the simple

interpretaGion.

However, the reflective interpretation suffers
eivIlowor

from twoA difficu7.ties. In the first place, it is relative to

its anticipated audience, and audiences are an ever shifting

manifold. Each culture in each of the stares of its progress

and decline is divided into a variety of schools, attitudes,

orientations, and in each of these varieties t`:.er
re

e are numerous

cif;%i .tel Act	 trigriēht—r- 	^' lr' ō'ift—a re e^ti e.
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degrees of intellectual attainmert . It •.ould be a matter of

considerable difficulty to work out a reflective inerpr etation

thadt1/24 s .-E‘1 cuai t ir~	 a urbane ^hut t i lat-aūdiān.-ca 	 not Lt6

or'evēr\;-t dxa--is b \eri ;o.rmpn xP hre- &f btl e	 i4dt'e4n^'b4r

.131/ be \ea	 "itie.d- eore-n'

that satisfied a sinrle audience; but there is an enormous

range of other audiences that will remain to be satisfied;

and the et audience one does satisfy will not live forever.
In the second place, it is all very :ell to talk glibly about

the habitual intellectual development and the deficiencies

of the original and the present audience and the 	 determination

of the differences in the practical insi-hts governing the

original '	 1-	 ^tz^	 eu1 expression and the simple

interpretation. But it is	 qui e another matter to sot about

the investi7ation of such obscure maters obects, to reach

something better than a mere :guess abo1nt them, A to find an

appropriaLe and effective manner of communicating the f ruits

of one! s inquiry. Reflective interpretation is a smart idea,

a beautiful object of thonrht. But is it a rractical possibility?

Has it over been achieved?

This brines us to the, problem of interpretation.

It may very :ell happen that any simple interpretation is

correct, that it hits off for a contemporary audience the

principal insight communicated by the/ original document.

It may also happen that the interix eter knows his interpretation

to be correct, that he grasps the virtually unconditioned or,

at least, tilat he grasps the ap'roximation of his interpretation

to the virtually unconditioned. For analogous to common sense,

there is a historical sense, lust as v:e by common sense can
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know how our contemporaries would or would not speak or act in

any of a series of ordinary and. typical situations, so the

scholar by a long familiarity•1.th the documents and monuments

of another are and by an ever increasing accumulation of

complementary insir",hts can arrive at a participation of the

commnon sense of another	 period and by this historical

sense can tell ho,. the men and -:omen of that time would or :would

not speak or act in certain t?,me s of situation. Ho':iever,

just as our common sense is open to individual, ^-coup, and

general bias, so also is the historical sense. Moreover, just

as our cannon sense cannot analyse itself or criticize itself

or arrive at an abstract formulation of its central nucleus,

so also the historical sense is limited in a similar fashion;

both are far more likely to be correct in pronouncing; verdicts

than in assigning exact and co:wincing reasons for them.

But if interprer;ation is to be scientific, then the crrounds

for the interpretation have to be a. si{nable; if interpretation

is to be scientific, then tj•_ere will not be a range of different

interpretations due to the individual, r>roup, and general bias

of the historical sense of different experts; if interpretation

•

is to b e ._cientific,tben It has to discover some method of

conceiving and determining the habitual development of all

audiences and it has to invent some technique by which Its

expression esca-es relativity to particular and incidental

audiences.
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3? 6-2' The Notion of a Universal Viewpoint.

By a universal viewpoint will be meant a potential

totality of genetically and dialectically ordered viewpoints.

Our present concern will be to clarify this notion. Though

we believe it to be relevant to the problem of scientific

interpi etation, its relevance is a further question that can

be discussed only later.

First, then, the totality in question is po,;ential.

A unive sal }a viewpoint is not universal history. It is not

a Hegelian dialectic that is complete apart from matters of

fact. It is not a Ii.antian r priori that, in itself, is determinate

and merely awaits imposition upon the rave materials of vicarious

experience. It is simply a heuristic structure that contains

virtually the various ranp_es of possible altcrn_a,:fives of

interr.,re tat ions ; it can list its own contents only through

the stimulus of' documents and historical inquiries; it can

select bet::een alternatives crag and differentiate its generalities

only by appealing to the a_cce?ted norms of historical investigation.

Secondly,a-&A tot^ lityA of viewpoints. Hence,

it is concerned with the principal acts of meaning that lie

_ ,l	 -r rd ;--d_	 ,-iya.^ri^^n t s.	 t
so

a is of meaning not indirectl u direct1ee, it..diffe .s

ff om such general inqui es as phone' cs, compa	 five rramm r,

to principles of ., ex icography, linc-uistic and. pylistic 	 ri

	alt's is3^. vahi= ch ultimately    are concern	 iy*^	 anii^g  but^.clir	 by
J 	<

_. rx	 ter 'i	 o ā;:6-are ioit:

in. insights and judgments, and it reaches these principal a cts

by directing attention to the exile rience, the understanding,

and the critical reflection of the inter: reter. Accordingly,
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it differs radically from such disciplines as phonetics,

comparative grammar, the principles of lexicography, linguistic

and stylistic analysis, for tho'ir h they ultimately are concerned

with meaning, their attention is centered directly upon expression.

In contrast, the universal viewpoint is concerned with the

interj_)reterfs ca)acity to grasp meanings; it would open his mind

to ideas that do not lie on the surface and to vie°:s that diverge

enormously from his own; it would enable him to find clues where

otherwise he minht look but would fail to see; it would ecrzip

him with a capacity to transport his thinking to the level and

." ..,._..	 1,e epoch. r;ver7r ,l.c e^_ L-^^tire in__L* ...

ert in .mx , spatially ordered marks on paper or parchment -', papuus

r stone, is to have its source in ` e inter .•ret: s ability

o ,eli}stinguish and recombine eirB nts in 	 s own experience,

'its344.,--t.'-kijkserecover the accumulation of insights characteristic

off', a different stage of human development, to envisage the

ntext and s ii nificance. of judrr_ rents based on am ch insights.

io-grapher

texture of another culture in another epoch. T; -_ere are the

external sources of historical interpretation and, in the main,

they consist in spatially ordered marks on paper or parchment,

papyrus or stone. But there are also the itnxit sources of

interpretation immanent in the historiographer 	 b himself,

in his ability to disti: r t-uish and recombine elements in his

own experience, in his ability to work backwards from contemporary

to earlier accumulations of insights in human development, in

his ability to envisage the protean possinilities of the not ion

of being, the core of all meaning, which varies in content

ti it  the experience, the insights, the judgments, and the habitual

or:i.en. ation of each individual.
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Thirdly, the universal viewpoint is an ordered

totality of viewpoints, It has its base in an adequate self-

kno 1edr,e and in the consenuent metaphysics. It has a retro-

spective ex»ansion in the vari: us renotic series of discoveries

through which man could advance to his present knowledge. It

has a dialectical expansion in the many formulations of discoveries

due to the polymorphic consciousness of man, in he invitation

issued by positions to 	 -a* farther development, and in the

implication of counter-positions of Their own reversal.

Finally, it can reach cpalwAvo ,s,b a concrete presentation

of any formulation of any discovery ti,r•ough the identification
ona.L

in 	 ' cca experience of i;he elements that, as confused or

as as distinguished and related, as related under this or that

orientation of polymorphic consci ō usness, could combine to

make the position or counter-position humanly convincing.

However, as the totality is potential, so also

is the ordering of the viewpoints. The totality is a heuristic

structure; its contents are sequences of unknowns; and the relations

between the unknowns are determinate not s ecifically but only

generically. Thus. there are genetic sequences, but the same

discoveries can be made in different manners. There are dialectically

opposed formulations with their contrasting invitations to

further development and to reversal: but the dialectical oppositions
Adahax

a_'e not simply the clear-cut is"entifica `.- ions of the real,,with

being or with the "already out there nog,," of the objective, with

the intelligent and reasonable or with elementary extroversion,
br.Z/ucg

of k .owledgei,with innuiry and critical reflection or with the

look that is prior to all questions; on the contrary, such extremes

tend to merge in the ambivalence of the aesthetic, the dramatic,

and t1-.e practical pati ^.erns of experience, to give rise to questions
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the divisions and sub-divisions of later thought but also that

'	 ' 

G	 and tended both to bis distort and to be distorted by common sense

in which insights can be accumulated. Since the manner in dlich
are

insi r;hts^ ic accumulated is simply a dynamic structure that can

be utilized . ithout consciousx advertence, it is possible for

us to ask vheter primitives or children have any interest in

mathematical, scientific, or philosophic questions. But even

if such interests were to be ascribed to primitives or to children,

they min led indiscriminately with the questions of com ,ron sense

0
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that not only are unsolved but also inadequately conceived, to

make their clearest appearance not in the field of knowledge but

rather in the volitional tension between moral aspiration and

practical living.

dot only is the ordering; potential but also what

is ordered isAadvancinr from the generic to the specific, from

the undiffierentiated to the differentiated, from the awkward,

the global, the spontaneous to the exnert, the precise, the

methodical. Our distinctions between mathematics, science,

common sense, and philosophy are based upon the different manners

lievett 	 o	 lae,a.ectsmalt	 ri 	e	 -a u a s t

procedure and never a method; a nitially m "aLema - ics, sc"ience_,

d philosophy not only ham tdo discover .t1 . it proper ma thods, by

lon :-process of trimnd error b also were dif e 6ntiated

f om common sense and so	 - rfe-r•@a,111..th \s_!r p bf 

.	 . •c6durek.and`e-oni,.

procedures.
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Fourthly, the universal viewpoint is universal

not by abstractness but by potential completeness. It attains

its inclusiveness, not by strippi.g orects of their peculiarities,

but by envisaging subjects in their necessities. There are no

interpretations iithout interpreters. There are no interpreters

without polymorphic unities of empirical, intelli: .ent, and

rational consciousness. There are no expressions to be inter-

preted without other similar unities of consciousness. Nor

has the work of interpreting any hint; more than a rm. terial

determinant in the spatially ordered set of marks in documents

and monuments. If the interpreter assi .r 'ns any meaning to the

marks, then the ex erient inl component in that meaninr., will be

derived from his experience, the intellectual comonent will

be derived from his in t el1i c once, the rational c omronent will

be dx derived from his critical reflection on the critical

reflection of another. Such are the unr'erlying necessities

and from them spring the po .;ential completeness that makes the

universal viewpoint universal.

To ap-roa .ch the same issue from another angle,

the core of meaning isk the not ion of being and that notion is

protean. 3404 Being. is (or is thought to be) whatever is

(or is thought to be) grasped intellircently and affirmed reasonably.

There is then a universe of meanings and its four dimensions

are the full ra .n^;e of possible combinations 1) of ex ôeriences

and lack of experience, 2) of insights and lack of insight,

3) of judrrments and of failures to judge, and. 4) of the various

orientations of the polymorphic consciousness of man. Now

in the measure that one grasps 	 .* the structure of this

protean notion of being, one possesses the base and ground

from which one can proceed to the content and context of m
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every meaning. In the measure that one explores human experience,

human insir,hts, hwnan reflecr;ion, and human polymorphic consciousness,'

one becomes capable	 „ when provided with the

appropriate data, of ap ,roximat ink; to the content and context

of the meaning of any given expression.

Fifthly, since ..hat we have named the universal

viewpoint is simply a corollary of our own philosophic analysis,

it will be objected that we are offering; not a universal vle wpoint

but simply the viewpoint of our own philosophy.

To meet this ch' rcre, it will he well to be«in by

distinguishinv  a universal vie,'pont and a universal 1an7ua e.

In so far as we employ m4t3names and epithets with laudatory

or pejorative implications, such as "real" and "illusory,"

"position" and "counter-position," "intelli -ence" and "obtuseness,"

"mystery" and "myth," it is plain enough that . ;e are not offering

a universal language. For anyone that d .isarreed with our views,

would prefer a redistribution of the implicit praise and blame.

Still there would be in principle no difficulty in reaching a

universal languar~e, for any c,erm that vas offensive to anyone

co gild be replaced by some arbitrary name or symbol that was

free from all i:he associations of human ima-rination and human

feeling.

7roun a universal viewpoint
i

ind  th ^ particular ph' osophies,^ecome c^ipable ofi^;rounfling
^

ā un^'versal vi; ēLvpoint in the m asure t ft  they dp not differ`i 	 they 

'i^fican^y from ^he philo nhy we ^re prese
'

ting. ^'	

/

^
 

In the first place , a pa.rticuYar philosophY
i

an gr6und a un versal vi .point. For a n rticul ph311.osophy

an be based	 the dynamic structure of human o 7n it ional
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for a univo_'sal viewpoint is the -potential totality

e;1i;
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On the other hand, we would contend that there

is at least one particular philosophy that could ground a

universal viewpoint. For t .ere is a particular philosophy

that ould take its stand upon the dynamic structure of human

cognitional activity, that would distinguish the various p0UU±

elorients involved in that structure, that v ;uld be able to

construct any philosozDhic position bTr postulating appropriate

and plausible omissions and confusions of the elements, that

would reach its own narticular viers b7 correcting all omissions

and confusions. Vow such a nhilosonhy, though particular,

would provide a base and flround for a un :i.versal vie - :point;

of all vie,:points; the po enttial to6ality of all vie points

lies in the dynamic structure of co— itional activity; and the

dynamic structure of cognitional activity is the basis of the

particular ,philosophy in c-uestion.

Finally, we ould arcue that the particular

philosophy we are offering also is tho particular philosophy

that can ground a universal viewpoint. By t'is re do not mean

that our viAvs will not x be improved vastly by more accurate

accounts of experience, of insirht and its formulation, of

reflection and jud!;ment, and of the polymorphic consciousness

of man. Rather our me aning is that such improvements will not

involve any radical change in the philosophy, fort he philosophy

or1	 rests, not the account of ep;, :ierience, of ins ir?ht, of judnent,
A

and of polymorphic consciousness, but on the defining pattern

of relations that bring these four into a single dynamic structure.
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Again, it is the grasp of that structure that grounds the universal

vievlpointvALAr once the structure is reached, the potential

o a1, y gi`, '	 - —iteNoh'ed.. ā,-mo e	 fined acGott

\.1ts\-olerieh S seerVe only , .to det;ormi e.' . i:th T;roater,aācur,

s`s' ..ot' ^;^^ē '	 eht1^^ b - o c^ū isn^r'^tō'^-tT y:

totality of vie :.^points a is reached. For more refined accounts

of the elements in the structure modify, not the potential

totality, but the accuracy and itā:kitiV, zL le ent

completeness with which one can proceed from the universal

V10.)point to the reconstructaion of particular contents and

contexts of meaning.

3 ^°V Levels and Sequences of Expression.

notion of the
As the/universal viewpoint, so also some account

of levels and sequences of expression is, ve believe, a necessary

preliminary to a treatent of the problem of scientific inter-

pretation. The immediate t ask will be to cl<a sift' modes of

exression, not in terms of lanrua rre or of style, but in terms

of meanings. $.80. Only later shall ze attempt to indicate the

relevance of such a cla . ss..fication to t..is a science of hermeneutics.

Already distinctions have been drawn between

0

	

	
1) sources, 2) acts, and 3) terms of megiing. Sources of meaning

lie in the experiential, intellectual, and rational levels of

knowing. Acts of meaning are principal or instrumental; principal

0

	

	acts are formal or fall full inasmuch as they proceedxfrom

are constituted by acts of defining, supposing, considering,

^..I

	

	 or by acts off^'.i-rtil	 Yt-de 	 assenting; or dissenting;

instrumental acts are sensible manifestations of meaning

through :-estures, speech, a .nd. .riting. Terms of cleaning, finally,
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are whatever happens to be meant; they form a universe of meanings

that includes not only the universe of veuadayg being but also

the totality of terms of suppositions and of false affirmations

and negations.

:a • • ;. •

Now the distinction bet :een different levels of

expression rests upon a consideration of the sources of meaning

both in the speaker or writer and in the hearer or reader.

Thus, the expression. may have its source  1) simply in the

experience of the s _eaker, as in an exclamation, or 2) in

artistically ordered experiential ele  rents, as in a song,

or 3) Ina reflectively tested intel] .ir•ent ordering of experiential

elements, as in a stai,ement of fact, or 4) in the addition of

acts of will, such as wishes and commands, to intellectual and

rational krno-..:ledc,e. In turn, the hearer or reader may be

intended to respond 1) simply on the ex ,eriential level in an

inter—subjective reproduction of the speaker's feelings, mood,

sentiments, inia q.e s, associations, or 2) both on the ra level

of experience and on the level of insinht and consideration,

or 3) on the three levels of experience, insi;ht, and judgment,

or 4) not only on the three cognitional levels but also in the

practical manner that includes an act of will.

The intended response of the hearer or reader

may be obscure. But as expression becomes specialized, the

differences become more and more manifest. Advertisers and

propaganda ministries aim at psycholon;ical conditioning; they
e4.4.44

simx4	 ^hedesire neir, insight nor̂ reflection nor rational

choices but simply the establishment of types of habituation,
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familiabity, association, automatism, that will dispense with

further questions. Literary writers operate principally on

the same level; words are sensible entities; they possess

associations with images, memories, and feelinns; and the

skilful writer is en ;agod primarily in exploiting the resources

of lan guage to attract, hold, absaltdo absorb the attention of

prospective readers. Even ,•:hen literary writing aims ultimately

. • ^

	 at the communication of ins irhts

and convictions, it does so in, irectly. Instead of a frontal

attack on the reader's intellimence, there is the insinuation

of inai;,hts throur7h the images from which they subtly emerge.

Instead of a methodical summing up of the pro's and con's of

a judonent, there is an unhur} , ied, almost incidental, display

of the evidence without, perhaps, even a suggested question.

Direct concern v:;'ith the reader's understanding

appears in scientific ;writing. On the intro-uctory level, it

aims at provoking insights through illustrations and diagrams.

On the advanced level, it becomes the treatise. Then all terms

are defined implicitly or ex-elicitly; all basic relations are

postulated explicitmly; all derived relations are deduced.

Thus, the practical insight (F) twat guides the scientific

writers verbal flow is reached by trrnsposinr Ioais from logic

as a science to logic as a technique; the bulk of lor;ic can

itself be formulated in a treatise; and the only attention paid

to the reader's habitual intellectual development and its

deficiencies ap-e ars in a prefa7;ory note that indicates the

other treatises t. -.at must be mastered before tackling the

present elucubrat ion.

^	 '^ • ^• e,,."...,.w..
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Direct concern with the reader's judgments emerges

in philosophic .:riting. Just as the atitr,.or of an introduction to

a science uses any imnr ,es that, he believes, will enable the

reader to reach the relevant insights, so the author of an

introduction to philosophy appals to any insights within the

reader's intellectual rnn7e. For as the scientist is indifferent

to the images, as long as then insif.hts It are attained, so the

philosopher is indifferent to the insights, as long as the

reader is made to mount to the level of critical reflection.

Further, while advanced scientific writing aims at setting

forth clearly and exactly the terms, relations, and implications

that r proceed from understanding and provide the materials

for judgment, advanced philosophic -riting i; concerned, not

to submit ordered materials to a render' s judgment, butt o

reveal to that judgment the immanent controls to which ineluctably

it is subjected. So it is that t .e philoso-her keeps repeating,

either on the grand scale of the totality of questions, or

with respect to particular issues, the br ak-through that

brings to light the empirically, intelligently, and rationally

conscious unity of the k.no er, the encirclement effected by the

protean notion of being, and the confinement that resalts` fmr"

being t the intelligently gra s ped and reasonably

affirmed.

Such, in outline, is the distinction between

the different levels of expression. It envisages the expression
0

as a flow of sensible events that 1) originates in the cognitional

and volitional sources of meaning of a sneaker or writer and 2)

terminates in a reproduction of sources of meaning in a hearer

or reader. It is a distinction that grounds not an actual

but a potential classification of expressions for, while the
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original and terminal sources of meaning are conceived clearly

and distinctly, there remains abundant room for the intro , n uction

of further differentiations and. nuances. Because the classification

is potential rather than actual, it 4o 4 -tom

does not impose upon the interpreter any a priori Procrustean

bed or which his documents have to fit / but leaves him free to

exercise to the full his invrenuity and subtlety in determining

a writer's sources and intention. At the same t line, because

the differences between experience, unr erstonding!, jud7lent, and

.:ill are defined sys .-ema.tically, t`_o determination of the level

of expression has systematic implications which, eves when

they are mere nenoralit ies, at le ast will o event i  ,. ;erpreters and

or their critics from committing the crosser blunders. There is

an inter-subjective component to exression that eierF,es and

is transmitted apart from insights and ju.doments . There is

a sunervoning component of intollinence that admits various
a.

degrees of explicitness and deliberateness. There is, still

higher coin, onent of truth or fals ity that may emorge at the

term of a series of insirrhts as ins i rht e nee me s ab the term of

a series of irna inative re re en 'bbat ions. Finally, there can

be the entry of a volitional component, anc ,_ its relevanceir

'N34.prastiaa-

is a foo.rth variable. To reco-nize the existence of levels of

expression is to eliminate the crude assum tions of the inter, reters

and still more of their critics that tape it for granted that
0

all expression lies on a single level, namely, the psychological,

literary, scientific, or philosophic level with which they hapren

to be most familiar.

J
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Besides levels of expression, t=here also are

sequences. Development in general is a process from the

undifferent_.ated to the differentiated, from the generic to the

specific, from the global and a.••k •:ard to the expert and precise.

It would simplify enormously the task of the interpreter if,

•	 .4 Ntied.,wrIci,\3:4eve..11-sy^c oc5,11-i-ped.

from the beginning of human speech and writing, there existed

and were recognized the full range of s ,ecialized modes of

ex is res Sion. But the fact is that the specializations had to

be invented, and the Ise of the inventions pre suppose s a

corresponding developaent or education of proWspective audiences

or readers. Viê  early Greek philosophers wrote verse; Plato

employed a hi ly literary d .ialo ,ue; Aristotle proceeded in

the manner of descri pt ive science; At -e medieval vriter &e +&4 d
a /ce 1(0..t ,... e	 . .

G dJ-Gc.O..^-1/

dialogue and, 	 -	 their c?l.zae t Tones; Spinoza
mould.a .

and Kant^p14?d A ^rhilo s oph;y in the form of the scientific
treatise; IIe ;Melian dialectic seems ,̂he initial essay in

philoso ;hic :siting n ; -_at envisa '--ed the totality of possible

positions. If tore Ls ang truth in this hurried and rough

indication of the evolution of philosophic expression, then

there will be a coznplenentary truth inasmuch as scientific

writing will pass tb.roup .,h a period in which its difference

from philosophy will be obscure (so Newton's pxxx main work

bias entitled Pr inc ipia m thema t Tea philoso ohia e naturalis)

and, similarly, literary ;:ritin :. ill have its period of

fusion or confusion with scientific and philosophic concerns.

However,, our affirmation of sequences of

expression must be confined to 'Engle its proper renerality.

The one point that we Ash to make is that specialized modes

of expression have to be evolved, Thus, at the present time
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a narrative that opens with the words, "Once u pon a time ....,"

may be expected to be a fairy story, to offer a certain stimulus

to imagination and feeling, end. to T) exempt from reasonable

criticism on the part of scientific intelligence and of philosophic

reflection. In similar fashion, t ,eie ex .^ st other correlations

between fields of meaning and modes of expression, but such

correlations are not to be conceived as components of static

systems, such as are illustra';ed ley physical and chemical

theories, br it as components of dynamic systems, such as are

illustrated by the genetic theories of biololr, psychology,

and coj itional then analysis.

It follows that the problem of working out

types of expression (genera litteraria) is to be met, not by

assigning some static classification that claims validity for

all time, but by det .? rminin; the operators t'.at relateto the

classifications relevant to one level of developm::nt to the

classifications relevant to the next. h4oroover., the most

si - nificant element in the theory of t? yes of expression will

be the operators. For the great d .:.fficu!).ties of interpretation

arise when the new wine of literar;v, scientific, and philosophic

leaders cannot but be poured into the old bottles of established

modes of ey..;re:ision. In such cases the type of expression,

so far from providing a sure index to the level of meaning,

originally was an impediment which the :.ricer 1 s thought could

not shake off and now easily can become a misleading sign—post

for the unwary interpreter.
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3.4 Are
,

 Limitations of the Treatise.

A little learning is a dangerous thing, and the

adage has, perhaps, its most abundant illustrations from the

application of logic to the tasks of interpretation. A familiarity

with the elements of logic can be obtained by a very modest

effort and in a very short time. Until one has 	 i_1 made

notable progress in cof7nitional analysis, one constantly is

tempted to mistake the rules of logic for tY.e laws of thought.

And as all reading involves int:orpreting, there followers auto-

matically the imposition upon documents of meanings and implications

that"logically"they must possess but in fact do not bear.

a pa,reiculnr case the ' ^nifica.nce ofr' Duels

a d sequences at/expression, it se-dis worth w1,i1 to direct

a Mention to the limitations'of the treatise. For the practical; 

i t governing taevverbal flow---in the trenti 	 reached

the simple	 ansf	 'tic) . : rom . ric ^ _ a se

2)
It will serve,to bring home this point, ^to

illustrate in a particular case the sirnificance of levels 61
3)

and sequences of expression, and to indicate the relativity

®	 to an audience that commonly afflicts expression, if we add

to our preliminary considerations a note on the limitations

of the treatise. For the treatise is sub;'ected legitimately

to logical analysis and extension; it und.erta1 ,-es to define all

its terns implicitly or explicitly, to prove all its conclusions,

and to accept every conclusion that i follows logically from

its premisses. Again, the treatise is stands precisely and

unambiguously upon a single level of expression, for its function

J
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primarily is to present clearly, exactly, and fully the content

and the implications of a determinate and coherent ,`set of

insights. Finally, t 	 treatise apnroximates to freedom. from

relativity to an audience, for the practical insight that governs

its verbal flow is an aprlication of logic, and this practical

insight depends simply on the principal in^ ir -ht to be communicated

since the treatise mercilessly disrerards the habitual intellectual

development and the anticipated deficiencies in insidit of its

readers.

The first limitation of the treatise appears
seems

in the expression of logic itself. For itkrtai4e.ti44 that the
introduction and the
A first approximation to one's basic definitions and rules has have

to be expressed in ordinary lanluare. Once one begins to operate

under the gu:dance of the definitions and rules, everything

/	 will proceed automatically with perfect exactitude and rigor.
mu. X 1	 ^̂-Ka._	 ww'r ,^,,.<; ,.,^ ,o-ti^o.a^ ,cr,.^ .^el+^;o r^ ,ti 	 44.	 4LGO'"4

-
`',

But ^ aim .ithout perfect exactitude and ;ithout pe rfect rigor

through expression that is relative to an audience and .mtt22

successful when the audiencesized up correctly, t — e

•	 je

The second limitation of the treatise appears

in the field of mathematics. Any de; :)artment of mathematics

can be cast in the form of a treatise by i the method of

logical formalization. But as GOdel' s theorem implies,

for every set of mathematical definitions and axioms there

is also a set of further =uestions that arise but cannot be

answered on the basis of the definitions and axioms. Hence,

mathemauics cannot be included *within a single treatise and,

no matter how long one's series of treatises may be, there

always will he occasion for further discoveries and further

treatises.
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Further limitations appear when one turns from

mathematics to such sciences as physics and chemistry. A to^;ic

of terms and relations, universals and particulars, is mxE no

longer adequate. Thre 1.44601064 are needed distinctions between

terms that s ecify ex oriential conjugates, explanatory conjugates,

events, and things; there are needed relL Lions between experiential

conjugates, between explanatory con ju-at_. s, between things and

such relations, and bet';een con jucDe .tes, frequencies, and events.

Moreover, the greater logical complexity is only the minor

difficulty. For while static sT;stem constitutes the intelliqibility

of physics and chemistTy, still our knowled .ve of such system is

on the move. Its more or less definLtive acquisitions can be

cast cuite usefully in the form of a treatise; but the con,emporary

state of the question in any science never consists simply in

such more or less definitive acquisitions; there also are tentative

solutions, tendencies, and unsolved problems that point to the

linos of future development ,7-et would be quite misrepresented

if expressed in the form of the treatise.	 Accordingly, while

the historical development of physics, chemistry, and allied

sciem es can be indicated by an unfinished series of treatises

in each subject, still the series of treatises cannot represent

adequately the series of sto L.es of knowledge in the subjects.

The limitations of the treatise become painfully

evident when one shifts from the static systems of physics and

chemistry to the dynamic systems of bioloryy and psychology.

Besides the previous limitations imposed by the more complex

logic and by the development of our knowledge, there now appears
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a still further difficulty. For the treatise expresses system,

and each biological s. ecies and, on the human level, almost

each individual psyche is syr2tem on the move. Unfortunately
and nnstulates

treatises cannot move; definitions/have the eternal quality

of Plato+ s ideas; their implications are perpetually the same;

but the !-,ro::th of an organism or the development of a psyche

is a movement from a r eneric, rudimenary, undifferentiated

system to a specific, ex -ert, different:Lated system; and the

proper concern of the scientist in t __e field of genetics is
not the several stages of the x dynamic systom but rather the

operators that briny, about the succezisive transformations from

when such operators are :ell known there may be developed a

more complicated loaic t; at .ill handle the operators with the

exactitude, the rigor, and the automatic security that now

is enjoyed by the mathe—iltical treatise. For neither the

organism nor the psyche develops exactly, ri'orously, and
a

securely; it advances tentatively; it adapts to is,he,tnon-systematic

manifold of circumstance; it is what it is because exactitude,
automatic

rie,or, and/security are irrelevant to the problems that are

to be solved only vitally and by consciousness.

Still further limitations of the treatise make

their ap:,earance when one turns to the human level. To the

complexities of c;enetic method there have now to be added

the graver complexities of dialectical method. For the sake

of simplicity '.:e haveworked out our philosophic position

in terms of simple contrasts: either the real is being or it

is a sub-division in the "already out t ere now"; either
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objectivity is reached b^, intelli^-ont in quiry and. critical
v

reflection or else it is a mate;er of taking a rood look at

what is out there"; either knowing is mounting up the levels

of experience, of uncerstanding and formulation, of reflective

grasp and judgment, or else it is the inefiable confrontation

that manes the known present to the imower. Still t hese

contrasts stand be een extremes. Men live their lives not

in the intellectual pattern of ex, erience nor again in the

elementary .oattern of ex-erience but, for the most past, in

some alternation and fusion of the aesthetic, the dramatic,

and the practical patterns. In th:_s middle ray they oscillate

bet 's een tendencies to emphasize now the intellectual orientation
commonly

and now the elementary; n 1sJthey never settle outright for either

view; their minds romain ambivalent and that ambivalence mocks

all ate attempts to practise Socrates ► maieutic art of definition

in the hope of bringing them to clear and distinct knov.ledge

of	 wh .t they happen to mean. Not only must t1

treatise on. human meanings dis-onse with precise terms. It

also has to get along without definable relations. For, as we

have seen, common sense consists in a basic nucleus of insights

that never is utilized without the addition of at least one

. further Insight into the situation in hand. Vot only does

this	 a.!h	 y' nucleus vary with occupation, social group,

place, and time, but essentially it is something* incomplete;
R !nays er *Cco.a/

Sts content is not relations bet 7 een things but 4 t4ie-

invariant element in variable relations; and t. -at invariant

element not only is without preciseise terms, throur:h which it

might bo defined, but also without verifiability through

which it might be fixed by its correspondence with concrete

situations.
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Such, then, are the limitations of the treatise

and they reveal rather convincingly the importance of the

distinction between logic as a science and logic as a techniue.

Logic as a science may be deduced from cognitional analysis.

Just as metaphysics rests on the me.,or premiss of the isomorphism

of the structures of kno. : inr and of proportionate being, so

logic rests on the major premiss of the isommrpi iszaparl

parallel between the conditions of knowing and the conditions

of possible terms of meaning. Thus, terms of possible meaning

are subject to principles of identity and non-contradiction

because judgment is an intrinsically rational act that affirms

or denies. Again, terms of possible meaning are subject to

the principle of excluded middle as long as the terms are

regarded as acceptable; for if one is to employ the terms,

one has no third al t ernative to affirming or denying them;

but, of course, one .!_!!!tn commonly can anticipate the

occurrence of further ins -hts, a co )secu .ent modification of

present terms, and so an elimination of the present alternatives

and their replacement by other alternatives. Again, while

the principles of identity, non-contradiction, and excluded

middle primarily regard the act of judging ^nd its full terms

of meaning, still the act of thin ?-ina, supposing, defining,

considering is preparatory to judgment and anticipatorily

submits to its lays; and so the basic principles of logic

hold for formal as well as full terms of meaning. Again,

a study of the various hinds of insirtht provides the ground

for the logical theory of universals and particulars, genet

experiential and explanatory con_juates, descritive and explanatory

genera and species of thinrs, and Aristotlets explanatory

syllogism. Finally, the ground of judgment in the reflective
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grasp of the virtually unconditiined reveals the quite different

basis of valid inference, which is of the form, If A, then B;

Bs ixt; but A; therefore B; where A. and B are ;;ropositions or

sets of propositions.

However, while logic as a science is uite

well-established, it owes its universality and it maeees

to the simple fact that it deals `::ith ^L	 avx es-. A Hence it

differs in an essenti^1 fashion from logic as an aprlied technique

for, as an applied techni ;ue, logic deals not with in(etormina_te

acts and contents of conceiv.Lng and judrr ,fmg but with the more

or less accurately de .;ermined concerts of some department of

human knowledge at some stage of its development. On the

supposition that the knowledge of that dells= department at

that stage is both fully determinate and completely coherent,

logic as a technique can be applied successfully. But, in fact,

human knowledge commonly is in process of development and, to

a notable extent, the objects of hwnnn kno ..:ledge also are in

process of development.

a	 As long as they are developing,

they are heading for t:e determinacy and the coherence that
lell'itinte legitimate  

will, M eA the application of logic as a technique; but until

that le grit imn .cy becomes a fact, the utility of the techni _ue

consists simply in its ca.-acity to demonstrate the Rd commonJ.y

admitted view that further progress remains to be made.

•̂.. ,̂.;^:, 
,

:.^.^
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3.	 Interpretation mi and Method.

Let us be(*in by recalling the structure of

classical empirical method. It operates as a pair of scissors.

Its upper blade consists in a heuristic structure: thus, the

nature to be known will be ex re s sed by so-,le function; this

function will satisfy differential e uations	 .a-t can be reached

from quite general considerations; moreover, the function will

satisfy a canon of invariance and, in the case of of full

abstraction from observers, a canon of e - !iivalence as well.

The upper blade, then, is a set of renoralitie s demanding

specific determination, and such determination comes from the

loner blade of ..orkinr. hypotheses, precise measurements,

empirical correlations, 44001A ,041 deductions of their implications,

experiments to test the deduced conclusions, revisions of the

hypothesis, and so da capo.

•

beexattsastrioaked---the-rrIsftie-n-lt-7-\st—h	 t	 le .}er

Now with annrooriate modifications the same

n thod c'm be a-)21 ied to the ,roblem of internretation. For

the possibility of any interpretation whatever implies an

upp- r blade of } eneralities; and the existinp techniques

o scholars supply a loner blade by which the generalities

can be determined with ever treater accuracy. Moreover, the

introduction of such a im thod meets the problem of relativism.

For the relativism with which hermeneutics has been afflicted

arises, not because scholars have been neglecting the lower

blade t ,zat consists in the extraordinary array of techniques
A4

for dealing with, i documents and monuments of the past, but
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because there has not been available an appropriate upper blade.

In conse+qu.ence they either labored under the delusion that their

inquiry was VoraussetzunLslos or else operated on the basis of

assumptions that ftvillatkrb did not square with the sin gle

legitimate assumption, namely, • ._
_	 - .	 :.	 , . . that in principle and under

appropriate reservations a correct interpretation is possible.

That, then, is the upper blade? It has two

components which, respectively, regard meanint*, and xpression.

Both components are concretely universal, for they retard

the potential totality of meaninr;s and the potential totality

of modes of expression. For the totality of neanings the

upper blade is the assertion that the protean notion of being

is differentiated b;. a series of genetically and dialectically

related unknowns. For the totality of modes of expression

the upper blade is the assertion that tore is a ,?erotic

process in ;,which modes of expression move towards their

lti► specialization and differentiation on sharply distin-

guishable levels.

In general, the meaning and the grounds of

these to assertions have been indicated in the sections on

the universal viewpoint and on levels and sequences of expression.

But one nay ask whether the content of those sections can be

inferred from the necessary assumption mentioned above, namely,

that in principle and under appropriate reservations a correct

interp. etation is possible. In favor of e t	 an affirmative

answer, the followinf argument may be adduced. Since interpretation

has no more than a material determinant in the spatially ordered

marks found in doewnents, the experiential, intellectual, and
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rational components of the interpretation have their proximate

source in the inter reter's experience, understarding, and

judgment. Hence if a correct interpretation is possible, it

6 6 --r'cts.s i'hle t'er► Sit	 `Ot` ._ . 	 . .

7
rom his or.n e : erience , und.estandin 7, and judr mer to t9,ē

I
eaning of any document and it has to be possible for the /

pLerpreter to ;determine' vhicr, ;.mea.n_.n,cr, is to be, attaped
.^'

has to be possible 1) for interpreters to proceed from their

own ex-2erier_ce, und .erscanding, and jud(-lent to the ranee of

possible meanings of documents and 2) for them to determine

which of the possible meanings are to be sssi-ned to each of

the documents. Unless they can envisa(-e >>he ranr;e of possible

meanings, they will e xclude a priori some meanings that are

possible; and such exclusion runs counter to the possibility

of correct inter pretation. Again, unless they can connect

possible manin s with actual documents, inter)retation_ again

becomes impossible. But the possibility of envisaging the

full ranqe of possible meanin;s lies in the universal viewpoint,

and the possibility of connecting possible moanin7,s ith

particular documents lies in the c;enetic sequence that extra-

polates from present to past correlations between meaning and

mode of ex.ression.

_ced hoy: the or•e ~o Inp;

seless g	 ralities c

histor'.n will be

l-^trli approx ima : : ly the 21.31/say

dismay as he expert in s

;i1)0 : Vne nt in ph,ys i :

lead to resul'

t to f*reet ou

7

practising

account of the

feels for tensors and
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ho;.ever, one may grant readily enough that meanings

form a genetically and dialectically related sequence of unknowns

and that expressions develop from the undifferentiated to the

specialized. The two ba: is assertions are sound, but where ths7

do they lead? Though the actual irap lcale nt at ion of a method cannot

be tucked into the corner of a chapter on a more aenoral topic,

still some sketch seems desirable. To meet this reasonable demand,

let us first envisage in summary fashion the ultimate results

that may be anticipated, let us secondly confront the (counter-

posit ions that distort interpretation, and thirdly let us endeavor

to indicate the canons of a methodical hermeneutics on the analogy

of the canons of empirical methodm in such a science as physics.

The Sketch.

The science of mathematics provides the physicist

with a sharply defined field of sequences and relations and

thereby enables him to anticipate the general nature of any

physical theory. The purpose of the present sketch will be

to perform an analogous service, not indeed for the actual

task of interpretation, but at least for a consideration of

the method	 /°	 to be employed in

First, then, envisage

consist in the totality of documents

erforming that t ask.

the materials. They

and monuments. The

docunents may be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary,

where original commun ications are primpry, interpretations of

primary documents are secondary, and critical studies of

interpretations are tertiary. Again, all the monuments and

some of the documents are artittio; they provide materials or

occasions from which we can reach insights; but they do not

attempt to formulate insir;lhts after t  fashion of the scientific

^ ^	
©
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treatise. Finally, in view of the limitations of the treatise,

there are litarasiali numerous gradations tratween of documents from

the purely art is tic to ever more consc i..- us and deliberate efforts

to communicate a parti.culo.r or universal viewpoint exactly.

Secondly, there are the immanent sources of meaning.

They consist 1) in a-o roxi lately reprsrociucible human ex :erience

on all its levels, 2) orientated under avroximately reproducible

blends and mixtures o f the elemen . ;ary, the aesthetic, the dramatic ,

the practical, the intellectual, and the mystical patterns of

exerr.ence, 3) informed by the unities, distinctions, and relations

grasped by accumulations of insights, and 4) actuated by sets of

certain and probable acts of assent and dissent.

Thirdly, there are the pure formulations. They

proceed from the immanent sources of moaning to determinate

differentiations of the protean notion of being. Such differen.tixt

differentiations may be either the contents of si rle judr=„rrents

or the contexts constituted. by more or less coherent a -7rrer; tes

of ,judgments. In either case they are pure formulations if they

proceed from an interpreter that grieps the universal viewpoint

and if they are addressed to an audience that similarly grasps

the unive rsal viewpoint.

Fourthly, there are the	 :L.izi-d,‘ftuatS-Scala

hypotr.e t ica l express ions. Suppose P to be interir et ing Q.

From h -, s immanent sources of meaning P will work out a hypothetical

pure formulation of Qt s context and of the content of 4, n t s message.

r - 1	 ' ^n o f ''t • co . A' e	 ) pi ce	 fro^
/”`	 : ,	 .,

2) de 	 mines ;.i}ō s lx, rtic^^lc^r vi,eti,^o:.nt• fr ōm;	 . ,

no u^ .ht rid ex -,;r sion ^ro eded ^,^^^'(,A%
^

di\sl.^^e,d t< ' 1 :4\134\4 ^, ēs,/Olf/3`a 4hufifAelknik-I

kssl

c.V.iantka.2--01:Nc nh^	 _ti2,1--eNtiNgAtAbij

0 — )e
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But the pure formulation of the content of 2's message proceeds

from a universal via v!point. It has to he transposed into an

equivalent content that would proceed from Q's particular viewpoint.

That jarticular viewpoint is assigned in the pure formulation of

R's context. Finally, inasmuch as this transposition is effected

under the limitations of the resources of lannu.a^;e and of the

channels of communication available for C',1  there results the

hypothetical ex ression.

Fifthly, there is the control, and it is threefold.

The totality of hypothetical expressions has to stand in a one-to-one

correspondence 'Ath the totality of documents. The totality of
^LJ ^Co

pure formulations of contextsA' 	 Lg-varra

ā- 1lē^; tiris3 alrl	 `^at®d' 3 a ear ..-o ^...txn„iv aal ,-sue t^en.ce -Ott

exhibit the sequence of developing human insi7hts, the tendency

of positions to unmodified survival, and the pressure on counter-

positions to shift their ground or to accept their own reversal.

Finally, the totality of assumptions on available resoir ces of

langua ge and channels of communication has to exhibit tie genetic

sequence of modes of expression from the undifferentiated to the

specialized.

Though this sketch claims to be mer no more enlighteni

0 -
	than the assertion that physics is a m.at =iemati2ation of sensible

data, it will serve to brim; out the significance of the upper

blade of method. For that upper blade forces out into the open

the fact that the proximate sources of meaning lie in the inter-
0

and udgment. It involvespreterts own experience, wz,_.e rstandin(; , 	 j

an explicit acln7owledr-ement of tie dangers of merely relative

inter,;retation and a systematic procedure for circumventing such

relativity by ascending to the universal viewpoint. It calls for

a clear distinction between the in_ternreter's account of Q ' s

^^.
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and to have

context,zmax2x®fxalsAIMRAI aZ his account of 0,) s content, his

assumptions regarding Of s Tesou_rces of expression, and his

inferred account of themanger in which t' would exrress his

content in the lir°ht of his context thro! .gh his resources of

expression, and finally	 s actual expression. It introduces

multiple verification: not or .7.y must hypothetical expression

square withh actual express ion, bats	 0	 br t - e totality

of assumptions re-arding resources of exnn re ssion have to

sat:_sfy the 	 genetic se quence, and p-,: e f D>rraulations e€

tent] r of contexts have i;osx satisfy a ^enetic and dialectical

unfolding of human intellig ,,nce.

Counter-positions.

The forer,oing sletch will call forth rather

vigorous resistance and it is of some importance to distinguish

between	 sourceS Lao introduction into physics of tensorA i^

fields and eigenfunctions raised a barrier between the theoretical

ohysicV.sts that Eras::ed the mathematics but possessed no great

skill in handling laboratory equipment and, on the other hand,

the experts in experimentail work for whom the recondite mathematics

was sheer mystery. In similar fashion one may ez.;ect the dili gent

0	 authors of highly sr;ecialized monographs to be somewhat bewildered

and dismayed when they find that instead of singly following

thexx bent of their F,en:ius, their aT)titudes, and their acquired
but abstruse

skills, they are to collaborate in the li 'tht of commoiiprinciples

their individual results checked by neneral re 'uirements

that envisage simult^neou olv the totality of results. Still,

this is the minor resistance, and it should cause no greater

difficulty in , inter etat ion than its analorrue does in physics.
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Major resistance will s>ring from the counter•

positions, from the conviction that the real is a sub-division

of the "already-out-there-now," that objectivity is a matter

of elenientary extroversion, and that knowing another's knowledge

is re-enacting it.

One of our basic assertions was that interpretation

aims at differentiating the protean notion of being by a set of

genetically and dialectically related determinations. But if

the pasties position cells for determinations of being by an

explana . uorily related set of terms, the counter-positions call

for the exact opposite. If the real is the "out t sere" and

knowing it is taking a look, then the ideal of inter; rotation

has to be as close an approximnation as possible to a reconstruction

of a^ the cinema of whet= was done, of the sound.-track of what

was said, and even of the I ^uxleyan "feelie" of the emotions and

sentiments of the participants in the drama of the past.

Fortunately, counter-positions brine about their own reversal.

Just as Descartes' vortices violated the canon of relevance that

obliges the scientist to add nothing* to the data except the

content of verifiable insiriits, so the ideal of the cinema and

sound-track is the ideal not of historical science but of

historical fiction. Thee is no verifiable cinema of the past

nor any verifiable sound-track of its speech. The 7$i ni

available evidence lies in spatially ordered marks in documents

and on monuments, and the interpreter's business is not to

create non-existent evidence but to understand the evidence

that exists. Finally, if his un%ders';andin isms correct,

it will provide a differentiation of the ;e protean notion

of being, and it vjill provide no more. The artist and the

teacher, no doubt, will endeavor to reconst .cute the 344Tilier

0
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'"
sirhts and sounds, the feelings end sentiments, that ems^ us

to recapture the past; but such recapture is educative; it makes

ascent to the universal vicwpoint possible; it ;repares us try

for an understanding, an ,appreciation, an execution of scientific

intery. etation; but in itself it is not science.

Secondly, as the coun ter-positions lead to a

misconception of the rreal of iterpretation, no also they lead

to blunders about the procedures of i: ,ery eters. If objectivity

is a natter of elementary extroversion, then the objective
4 loo-Kat

interp •eter has to have moreA than s atially ordered marks on /xapl';

not only the nn.rs h t also the rn aninc;s

have to be "ou .yt there"; and the difference between an objective

inter reter and one tiat is n;erely subjective is that the objective

interpreter observes	 the neaninrs that are obviously

"out there," while the merely subjective interpreter "reads"

his own ideas "into" stater ents that obviously possess uite

a different meaning. But the plain fact is that there is nothing

"out there" exceit s_.) tially ordered marks; to appeal to dictionnar ies

and to grammars, to line uistic and	 Y styli. st is studies, is to

appeal to more marks. The	 proxini to source of the whole

experiential component in the mcanin.r of both objective and

subjective interpreters lies in their own ex .,erience; the proximate

source of the :-:hole intellectual component lies ttha, in their

own insights; the proximate source of the ' , hole reflective

component lies in their own critical reflection. If the

criterion of objectivity is the "obviously out there," then

there is no objective interpretation whatever; there is only

gaping at ordered marks, and the only order is spatial.

But if the criterion of objectivity lies in intellicent

inqu:ry, cr_tidal reflection, and rrasp of the virtually
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unconditioned, then the humbug about t he "out there' and t he

simulated indir7ation about "reading into" are rather convincing

evidence that one has very little notion of v,ilat objectivity is.

Thirdly, from the view-point of the counter-positions

the incrod.uc tion of the universal viewpoint will be denounced

as a p:oetentiou.s appeal to vain and empty theorizing. Even if

some possible utility is condeded to this abstruse procedure,

at least it will be asserted roundly and confidently that the its

value is highly hypothetical and ths its implicatio ns quite

unreliable unless, of course , they are confirmed in some aaāc

inde ,endent fashion. Now, no doubt, this view is very reasonable

if meanings are "obviously out there." But if the

proximate sources of all meaning are immanent, then either

those sources make the universal viewpoint possible or not,

and either that possibility is exploited or not. If they do

not make hhe universal viewpoint possible, then objective

interpretation of another! s meaning is impossible ; for it

if there Is no possible universal.vie•,:point, tnJre is no

possibility of rising above one! s personal vie Ws and reaching

without bias what the iersonal views of another are. Again,

if the possibility oft the universal viewpoint exists but is not
exploited, thon objective interpretation is possible but does not
occur. Final1 j, since objectivity is to be reached only through
the un _versal ievi oint, there is no question of a confirmation
that is incen,e_ident of the universal viewpoint.

t 	'ourt _.Ly, cbnnonly it is contended rnat an 	 ---

author has to be inter,:r•eted in his own terms. 
4 4s ,^N.Grp+e.+aC

Of Plato is by Plato, etg Aquinas 	 by Aqui as,	 Kant le by Kant •

This common	 contention possesses three indisputable excellences.

In the first place it implements the lexicographical principle

that the rneanins ofe words emerne from the sentences in which

they occur, so that the meaning of an author's words has to be

C 0
1 '
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settled by ap'ealin; to his own usage. In t' .e second place it

implements t;ze epistemolo-ical principle that an explanation

forms a closed system: if one understands, then the tort ont

of one's unders t anding can be formulated only through a set

of mutually determining and determined terms and relations;

accordingly, if one understands Plato or Aquinas or Kant or

anyone else, then the formulation of one's understanding will

be some closed system, and both the elements of the system and

the relations between the elements can be found in the original

author's won statements. Zn the third place, the rule that
tends to

an author must be allowed to sneak for himselfexcludes the

intrusion of another' s mentality into his m<-aning. Inasmuch

as the author's usage determines his tleanim7,s, other meanings

are excluded; and inasmuch as t .e auto or's sir tem determines

the relations beteen his meanings, ot`or ,.7stems are excluded.

Ronne t:i.o less, Plato and Aquinas and Kant
.e4Giti .0 yr rol-

keep on speaking for themselvesA inAyri e ly
do

eaa .then they are alloy.;e d to,, 	 Nor is

this surprising, for they are long dead, and their speaking for

themselves is just a metaphor. Despite i::.s excellences the

rule contains an obvious piece of humbug, and the root of the

humbug is the counter-position. A Platonic avatar and a

repetition of the dialocues mi"ht solve some textual problems

but, by and large, it would leave the understanding of ; Plato

exactly where it was. T h e *ibbll proximate sources of every

interpretation are immanent in the iner. ā eter, and there is

nothing to be gained by clouding the fact or obscuring the issue.

On the contrary, a metodical ĥru:eneatics demands an open

ackno : ledgement by the into rDTeter of his immanent sources

of interpretation, of his formulation from a universal viewpoint

d afro rent manners 

C'
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of his hypothesis on the context and content of another' s .Weaning,

of his process from that pure formulation to the hypothutical

expression, and of the introduction of multiple controls that

check interpretations not only individually against documents

but also as members of a totality with common or inter-related

assumptions.

Fifthly, the counter-positions not only lead to

misconce:.tions xn of the goal of interpretation and to blunders

about the means to reach the goal; they also involve inter ureters

in systematic distortions of the authors that are to be Interpreted.

If one identifies the real Yith being, one can ac kno'. ledge the

reality of the various blends and mixtures of the patterns of

human experience and one can grasp how these blends and mixtures

generate confusion and error on the notions of reality, objectivity,

and knowledge. Through that grasp one reaches the protean notion

of being: just as beir:rr is the intelli-ently grasped and reasonably

affirmed, so what anyone :	 rs-.t.9- gin.

ha ;; .ens to think is (tells gently rra.sped and

affirmed will be coincident with what he ha _.nens to think is

being; and as human utterance, as distinct from ribberish,

Proceeds from putative intelli-ence and reasonableness, a

grasp of the protean notion of being fx rives  access to the

universe of possible meanings.

But clearly enough the counter-positions block

the identification of the real with being, of being with the

intelligently grasped and reasonably affirmed, and ofth the

protean notion of be inr with the lArtn.t,ietw obi ects of f in_te lli '-ent

grasp and reaso: _able afl'irmat ion. It follows that the counter-

positions bar the way to the universal viewpoint and to an

unbiased i_it er .Dretat ion of an author•ith different views from
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so ther - rise the vastr^:nd ill-defined' 	 of the	 ,,
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T ks,
the interpreter's. iS,A orie agrees with the lor;ical positivists

that meaning refers to wens ible data or to sires that refer to

sensible data, then one must conclude that the majority of

philosophers have been indulming; in nonsense; it will follow

that a history of philosophy is engaged mainly in ca .,:aloruing

and comparing different ion nds of nonsense; and it will be a

matter of small moment just how much nonsense of what brand

is attributed to this or that :1.-111oso.-) rer. If one agrees

with existentialist opinion, then one has no choice but to

accept R. Bultmann' s pro';ram of s `i r~lin out the existential
elements in the Ilew Testament and of naTnint the rest of its

ly
content myth. If one takes one's stand on the acommenxxztjrxianmm

ambivalence of averae corn On sense t hat lives in some blend

of the nest! otic, dramatic, and practical patterns of experience

with occasional forays into the biological and intellectual

patterns, then one can obtain a base of operations for atttxin

entering into the mcntalitz7 of another a ~e and interpreting its

documents only by some putative re-enactment in oneself of its

ambivalent blend of the aesthetic, dramatic, and ractical

patterns and of its forays into the biolo ,i cal and intellectual

"^4-	 .. ?	 ? us e-rt Li i r'	 i±e o d` t

fforts tL.at	 aim to reconhstrl - r.nd recaptL r= he :-ent ity

f par	 relir:iosity, of ac Greek m rs e - es, of _ schattolo y

^
0
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patterns. So there arise the problems of determining, not

differentiations of the protean notion of being, but imatinative

and emotive reconstructions of the Naturee 7e lieions, of the

Greek mysteries, of Esc': atoloey and 	 r Apocal ntic,

traditional and iielletnistu
	 is iof the Christian

Urr;emeinde and Paulinism. So the many solutions to these

problems give rise to problems of oui'6e a new order: for within

_ - . _ 	• • c	 o • .	 . , -: t^ :^^^L-det-teapfā im • -	 - 44 , tip 	• ,

SslP`eiec►rr-oia4n.p  	 etz:i.94rce"%-'l&-',6e\t; ,-.i,n ^l,✓ ê ^•

i.ir ,	 ..a

the protean notion of being t. e transition from one differentiation

to another is the quite determinate and_ e^ ► process of

cranging patterns of ex__erience, accumulations of insirhts, and

sets of judgments; but t e transition from one im^."iriative and

emotive reconstruction to another is condemned b its very nature

to be a mere transmogrification; people begin by perceiving and

feeling in one manner; they end by perceiving and feeling in

another; and t .ere are no ima: inable percepts or repred.ecible

revels ions of feeling that could linkAtheir beginning to their
1
	 n

end. Finally, if one agrees with Scotus that words correspond
and

to concepts,/that concepts are the contents of spixtml spiritual

acts of looking at the formally distinct aspects of things,

then the meanin .r;s of words cannot vary without a corresponding

variation in concepts,, and conce pts cannot vary without a
+	 -Gnaw

corresponding variation in things. It follows thatt problem

of interpretation siunly cannot exist, One has only to define enough

words clearly and exactly to arrive at the exact meaning of anyone

else's words. The uniformity of nature guarantees the uniformity

of concepts; the uniformity of concepts guarantees the zn2 uniformity

of verbal n an_ngs, All that is needed is a {good 44tes dose of

controversy ancd all honest men will bexsx hold exactly similar opinion

of

-
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'	 Some Canons for a Methodical Hermeneutics.

An interpretation is the expression of the meaning

of another expression. It may he literary or scientific, A

literary inuerm station offers the images and associations from

which a reader can reach the insiahts and form the jud'-rents

that the inter : reter believes to correspond to the content of

the ori. final e xpression. A scientific intern etation is concerned

to formulate the relevant insights and j!ud m'lents , and to do so

in a manner that is co sonant with scientific collaboration and

scientific control.

A methodical hermeneutics necessarily is limited

to scientific interpretations, and so the canons to be su Bested

will not be of interest to interpreters that cast the results

of their invosti r. pions in literary form. Inversely, there

can be no valid objections aT •ainst the canons on. the scare

that they are neat compatible '. ith literary rrocedi,res, with

the needs oft he average reader, with the der.a nd of the publishing

trade for books that sell, and so forth.

There is a further limitation on the scope of

the canons. Our problem has been the relativity of interpretations,

and our solution has been to appeal to the upper blade of an

empirical method. For this reason the canons will aim simply

at summlarizina., the conclusions that already have been reached.

Obviously enour'h, a com alote „ , e thod cannot be ou0.ined in

a sub-section of a chapter that deals with a quite different

topic, and so no effort will be made to s:ecify the nraTMmela

numerous and complicated technicues of the lower blade of

a methodical hermeneutics.
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First, then, there is a canon of relevance.
the

It demands that the intern eter hor in from universal viewpoint

and that his interpretation convey some differentiation of the

protean notion of being. By beginning from the universal

viewpoint there is eliminated the relativity not only of the

interpreter to his ; rospect'.ve authence bit also of both

interpreter and audience to places and times, schools and sects.

By placing the meaning of the interpretation within the protean
are	 0

notion of being there ,1% secu_redn a corn on field for all possible

interp.etations, ^the possibility of an exact statement of the

differences between op'osed in.terretations, and, ,,a reasonable

hope that such oppositions trill be eliminated b' further aveals

to the available data.

Secondly, there is a canon of explanation. The

intor :reter's differentiation of the protean notion of being

must he not descriptive but explanatory. It will aim at

relating, not to us, but '6o one another, the contents and contexts

of the totality of documents and inter:-,retations. As long as
remains

interpretation /este on the descriptive level, it 'nay happen

to be correct but it cannot escape the relativity of a manifold
to a,

of interretations fo'.rA.eh na .ifold. of audiences; in turn, this

relativity excludes the possibility of scientific collaboration,

scientific control, and scientific advance toards commonly

accented results.

The explanatory differentiation of the protean

notion of being involves three elements. First, there is the

genetic sequence in which insights axe radially are accumulated

by man. Secondly, t>.ere are the dialectical alternatives in

which lax accumulated insi -hts are formullated with positions

inviting; further development and counter-positions shifting    

^,

C 0
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their ground to avoid the reversal they demand. Th .rdly, with

the advance of culture and of effective G.41,41o4iD6 education,

	. ' 8,7a k'1	 , on /'.-^1d \._ ; ∎: e i. -11,*)i & &'

t!ere arises the possibility of the d . ifferentietion and specialization
since

of modes of expression; and/ b.`.s developr^ent co-ditions not only

the so exact. communk tion of insi-hts but also the discoverer's

own grasp of his discovery, since such grasp and its exact

communication intimately are connected :pith the advance of positions

and the reversal of counter-positions, the three elements in the

explanatory differentiation of the protean notion of being fuse

into a	 explanation.

To avoid confusion and mn.isun6erstandirg , it will

15&-āin'5:ss "to-nai it`ōnt" i 1 e-'6-iff'ē ence betti4.emn-,an. ,eq-gl n o: 
, " possibilit;

re^;-atian' aomn^.t ^1i^y ofd l fplan-' Or-y. ina•er ra-tati

7.exprl-a:i, ōr,^ ir%-an-int:

not be amiss to draw attention to the possibility of an

explanatory intorpretation of a non-explen ^ Lory meaning.

The original ..triter t s meanine ., may have its source in insights

into things as related to him and, in all probability, he will
neither a

have p ctoar notion of .gat is meant h7 insight nor any distinct

advertence to the occurrence of h,.s insights. Still, ex hypothesi,

he had the insights and they provided a source of his meaning;

moreover, the insights he had were or were not different from

the insights of other earlier, contemporary, and latr writers;

and if they were different, then they stood in some e -: etic and

dialectical relations with those other sets. Nov; it is through

the those genetic and dialectical relations that interpretation

is explanatory. It is through these 7enetic and •dialectical

relations that explanatory interpretation conceives, defines,
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reaches the insir'hts of a riven , rifer. Accordingly, it in no

way involves the imputation of explanatory kn -, •.iod ee to a mind

that possessed only descriptive knov:lodrre. It is concerned

to reach, as exactly as possible, t-ce descriptive knowledge

of the niters, P, Q, R,... and it attem is to do so, not by

offering; an unverifiable inventory of i;he insights enjoyed

res:ectively by P, C¢ R,,.. but by estahlish:in the verifiable

differences between* F , `) R,... Because it approaches ter s

through differences, because the differences can be explained

genetically and dialectically, t'e inter. -retation of non-explanatory

meaning is itself explana 'eory.

• • • A wyntcArre

T.iirdly, t. ere is a +fit canon of successive

approximations. The totality of docii tints cannot be interTreted

scientifically by a sin g le interpreter or even by a sin,le 	 24 -

generation of interpreters. Thee must be a div_Lsion of labor,

and the labor must be cumulative. Accordingly, the A learn4t need

- - o l pr ^, ^. _ 	 ^^^.on such t,,.^ , r	 z.

eparate	 in.° uiries can be broucht tor.ether ,rid t

df later
i

al 12.6A!ay

inquiries can be added to earlier conclusions.

tIle end
 
of the task, no mater

^
how stupendous

^'2arid, withou

is somehow in
D^vlri.a^-O'svj

sat i sf a c t o r:̂ f̂  ^!3?l lS^i4d ,

sight. On the o' e r

even the most modest

over'exigences annot be met t hr. oc rah enormous labors

long periods oft time.

sustained

Ci:l.early, ē n.om-11, the	 labor can b vided

only if one rra sps what the labor is. On the present

co,sists in brine i ' into fruitful inter-action

and lo,/er glades of, a method. Moreover, t^.e r i ci: al

uprer blade for, while such a sc '.ence d '   

0

appropriately

-ccount„,/it
/

he up! e r

roblem re f:ra.rds the
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is for reliable principles of criticism that will select what

is satisfactory and co:_-rect what is xx unsatisfactory in any

contributions  that are made. 	 ith such principles the end

of even a stupendous task is nlread-r soiie!thow in si °ht. On

the other hand, without such principles, even enormous and

indefinitely prolonged labors may merely wove around in an

inconclusive circle.

A first principle of criticism is supplied by

the demand for a universal vie.ripoint. T+ioreover, this demand

possesses the reairsite dynamic character. For though a

contributor fails to p -resent his results in torms of the part

protean notion of being, a critic can proceed from that notion

to a determination of the contributor's particular viewpoint,
probably would not invalidate

he can indicate how that particularismaeAthe
on the other hand

contributor's work, and ,e can sur,;--est to others workin^; in

the contributors' s special field the points on which his work

may need revision.

A second principle of criticism is supplied by

the conditions of the extrapolation of meaning. Proximate

sources of meaning are immanent in the interpreter, and from

them he has to reach the meaninrr, of sole other writer. The

first condition of such an extrapolation is an adequate self-

knowledge. Is he sufficiently aware of the diverse elements

of human experience, of the different manners in which insihts

accumulate, of the nature of reflection and ,judrpment, of the

various pattrns of human experience and the consequent varieties

of philosophic views and pre-philosophic orientations? The

second condition of the extrapolation is that it is to the meaning
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of a man at a different stage of human developmert . Because it

is to the meaning of a man, ti ere must be reco7nized some general

orientation in living, sorie measure of critical reflection, some

insight, some flow of ex erience. Because it is to a meaning

at a different starve of human d .evelorment, t .ere can be invoked

a merging of the clear and distinct into the obscure and

undifferentiated. Because all sta res of development are linked

genetically and dialectically, it should be possible to retrace

through intervening; documents tc .e series of developments and

reversals t hat bridge the rap from the past to the universal

vie wpoi,t.
results from

A third principle of criticism IA the genetic

sequence of modes of expression and the recurrent gap bet:reen

1XLic	 C.,.	 -	 e-\_of	 ply%-1 	 '

bao-oiaS.—zapRzp,JA 	 'Ur r&?.i.e ; `tiff

?	 e,in.:,_ ,	 °ilY . ©v oped= mō??e f`ex	 salrxl

meaning and expression. For ex ,rossion is an iastrulioncal

act of meaning; it results from principal acts of conception

and judgment; the principal acts follows from the immanent

sources of :neanin;; and so, once sources have been tanned,

it is only a mp.. tter of normal ingenuity to develop appropriate

modes of expression. It follows that once any stare in the

development of meaning has become proparated and established

in a cultural milieu, t _ere will result an apnr_onriate mode

of expression to bear 7itnoss to its existence. But it also

follows that new moanings can be expressed only by transforming

old modes of exure ssion, that the greater the novelty, the

less prepared the audience, the less malleable the previous

mode of expression, then the treater will be the initial gap

between meaning and expression and the more prolonged will be    

o^
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the period of experimentation in vihich the new ideas are forging

the tools for their own exteriorization.

A fourth principle of criticism is to be derived

from the goal. It is truth and the critierion of tr' th is

the virtually unconditioned. Because the proximate sources

of intern : etation are immanent in the internx°eter, every

interpretation is, at first, no more than a hypothesis. Because

initially it is no more than a hypothesis, it can become probable

or certain only by ap!;roximateinn to the virtually unconditioned

or by r-:ac4ing it. The question, then, is not how many people

say it is obvious, nor hoer great is their authority and renown,

but simply what is the evir.ence. iior is t a.s evidence some

peculiar sheen or convincin7 lamor. It is the coherence of

the hypothesis with the universal vi,;wpoint, with the Terietic

and dialectical relations bet-:ieen successive sta7es of meaning,

with the e_ et is sequence of modes of ex--ores Sion anct the recurrent

gaps bets een me an in and expression mid, finally, the fulfilment

offered by the data of documents and monunxxents for this

wide-ranging and multiply inter-locked coherence.

Fourthly, there is a canon of parsimony, and it

has two aspects. On its ne native side, it excludes from e

consideration  the unverifiable. The cinema of what alas done and

the sound-track of what was said can be i.niagined but cannot be

verified. They pertain not to science but to fiction. On its

positive side, the canon of parsimony invokes the resources

of critical reflection.	 im:?-ze.	 rJ?i .'atNan - L7u	 er-t-"Oe.IV

atieY e'iNa .li ttā t`i	 Because the relativist fails

to d_st in u.i sh between the fornilly and the virtually unconditioned,

he dey:.ands a complete ex,::lanc Lion of everyt?,iz7 before passing

0
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any judgment on anything. On the other hand, precisely because

a distinction is to be drawn between the formally and the virtually

unconditioned, it is both possible and salutary to illuminate

with intermediate certitudes the lone way to complete explanation.

:Then sufficient evidence is not forthcoming for the more detailed

interpi;etation, it may be available for a less alnbi!tious pro-

nouncement, tihen a positive conclusion cannot be substantiated,

a number of negative conclusions may be possible and they gill

serve to bracket the locus of future, successful inquiry.

Moreover, in the measure that the universal viowno.int is reached,

radical surprises are excluded; in the -Iea sure t ,_at extrapolation

is imAtru not to future but to past raeaninn. s, the relevant insights

do not call for the discoveries of genius but simply for the

thxsa thoroughness of poinstaking	 a. nd intelli ent analysis;

ap	 -`e, i	 e_t eet.

in the measure that eventually t ere was closed the gap that

once existed between orir'inal meaning: end available resources

of exiDre ssion, it is possible to be pin from the later, more

adequate expression and remount to the on«in of the ideas

in the initial, transforming stresses and strains in lin7uistic

usage.

Fifthly, t _ere is a canon of residues. Just as

the field of physics contains a non-systematic component, so also

'	 d"b ix	 do the fields of meaning, of

ex;-ression as relrted to moaning, of exi,ression as grounded

in dynamic constellations of the 'rit er ' s psyche, and of documents

in their origins, their production, and their survival.

• I, '	 '	 ? C
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Just as the physicist deals with the non-systeilat ie by combining

inverse with direct insights, so also must the interp eter.

Finally, just as the actual frequencies of ph - c ical events

are to be mown only by observation and counting, so also the

intere eter has to acknoiledee a residue of mere matters of fact.

On the level of meaning it is important not to

confuse	 e	 ^s ^el=n,,e:ta.-3'119.'1 e„ s' me-,i4 the enetis with the

dialectical. An into ll i. eat writer  advances in ins irtht as he

writes. At times, his fresh insi rrhts will be so basic that he

is forced to destroy what he has written and to begin afresh.

So it comes about t. at Matine4bIt pararra , - hs, sections, cha : tors,

series of chapters, even volumes are rerritten. Batt there is

a limit to human endurance, and so it also hap ens that the

rewritinc is not done, ti.^.t the shift in vies eoint is unnoticed

or that it is noticed but corrected ina.depe.n.tely. A'•ain, the

intelligent reader advances in insight as he reads, and this

advance of the reader may be anticipated by the :. riter. So the

present work has been written from a moving viewpoint: earlier

sections and chapters do not presuppose what can be treated only

later; but later sections and chapters do .,resupncse . nt has

been presented in the successive, ever broadening stages that

precede. Now from the viewpoint of the electronic computer,

which coincides with the viewpoint of logic as a technique,

such a procedure is illegitimate. System has to be static system.

System on the move has to be outlawed. The dynamism of life

and of irtell!cence may be facts but timirp 	 ido 'ae	 sna-tsdti

the facts are not to be recognized. If it is indisputable that

the same author has ::ritten in the lirht of a moving accumulation

of insights, then he is to be named not i to ll inen -t but incoherent.

On the other hand, if the identity of the author is not indis-

-^.	 - -	 --_.. -----	 -- _ .

P
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putable, then in the name of logic as a technique the alleged

incoherences are to be removed and the ore author is to be

divided up into a nu:iber of different _-aen. Plainly -c; ith such

conclusions vie are not inclined to agree. As was ar:~_.ued in the
limitations

section on the tic>.ioa' of the treatise, the relevance of

logic as a technique is extremely klillkee4 restricted. .:hat

the interpreter has to -rasp is the Y:ieaning of a man and, in

the measu o r,,at men are intellin'ent, in that measure they can
, unless the contrary is demonstrated,

be expectedAboth to write in the lir'ht of ever accumulating

insights and to address intell_rent readers.

Not only does human meaning have its source in

a moving system bu ', also it is sub.iect to the stress and distortion

of the couner-positions and, in the limit, of mythic consciousness.

It is here that the interpreter has to deal 'With she dialectical,

-with the intrusion of the non- systematic into moving system,

vaith the ambivalent tendency of the counter-position and the

mythical either to bring about its own reversal or to attem:t

to save itself by perpetually shifting its rround. But on t :is

aspect of the problem of ir.terretation enough has been said

already in in isting upon the universal viewpoint and in defining

the work of interpreting as differentiating the protean notion

of being,

_ten ore turnsrns from mea,ainr ,. to expression of

meaning, similar problems arise, The i e is a genetic absence

of static system in expression w_ _-,en new ideas have to exteriorized

through a gradual tran,.;formation of orior modes of expression.

Then the tension beuween meaning and expression will be at its

maximum at the beginning of the movement: isia . rfes and words that

previously bore an established sirni icance appear in strange

collocations; they s.ruggle under a burden of meaning that they

3
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do not succeed in convexying; ; uite suddenly they pass oat of

currency to be replaced by fr-sh efforts, and t hese in turn

may have their day only t;o 7ield, so to soak, to n t- ird Ten .--ration

of words and imn . r;es; finally, if the mov^r:;ont endures, t he

transformations of language do not end until a technical vocabulary

on an expla.ns—ory basis is established. In contrast '„'ith the

g forep;oirg genetic jr ocess, there is t e 4tIttlao anbivalemce

of allegory: the± intellir~ible is bein^ ; con - uriica_ted throuc the

sensible; the known unknown of intellect is manifested through

the ima. 'es and feel=in rs associated with the ororator on the

sensitive level. But from the nature of the case, critical

reflection is ham,,ered and so,w rile t' ;.e basic content of the

allegory may be mystery, vary easily it is iin ,.led with myth.

Thus, the Iranian cont,rr: . st of li °ht and dar]mess corresponds

to our own contrast between the detached and cdi ointereoted

desire to know and c;he interference of. at er desire; ,r1--^l:-e

:r-%a	 cent razt ec; `i14xs
i 

has/been  ex -oa.nde^^ in^'o the

individual, in the

s ācil exuans ion ' of practical common sense, in the multiplicity

off' phllosophias; boa' can '::e claim that the.. e is no remainder of

Mystery. But, at Last, such a c flirt iithin roan dlffe'rs

from the elir16/ 	 aff p.::rsonif a,;ion of cosmic dualism

jn Ormuzd and. Aiiriman1 and its extension into a pantheon

and an extrinsicist theory of history.

Besides	 . i,e	 me net is and d.is lect is al g1ements

both inxmeaning- 'and in expression as rell ted to Meaning,;  :there
i
is thenon-sy,tema.tic as well as the s-rs,vermtio' in expression

,as the product of dynamic c ōnstellatio;;is of atssocie.ted irnaes,
/

feelings, words.

/
of ,bur ow

j

c , nflict ix immanent in the dramatic

^

C
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but whsle the Iranian allegory expands into the ersonif ication

of a cosmic dualism, into a na .ntheon, and into an extr:insicist

theory of history, our corres : onding contrast has led to a

conflict immanent in the dramatic individual and ex') pnding

into a dialectic of social and cultural life. So it is that

Iranian thou,rrht may be said to ber'in in mystery only to end in

myth.

Expression not only is an instrument of the

principal acts of meaning; that reside in conce ,:t ion and j ud 7ment

but also a nrolonrration of the psvch .^c flow from percepts,

memories, imp. -e s , and f e e l in s into tom- 

timuks"-aft the shaping of the countenance, the movement of the

hands, and the utterance of words. In childhood we learnt to

speak; in youth we -ere trained in letters; but in neither

procedure did. we core to grasp just here crAr words cone from

or why they are just what they happen to be. In brief, sppx

our speech and : citing are basically automatism, and our

conscious control sup:;rvene s only to order, to select, to revise,

or to re ject. It follows that expression bears the sicnature

not only of the controlling; meaning; but also of the underlying

psychic flow/ and that painst-taking study will reveal in the

automatic part of composition the recurrence of characteristic

Patterns to which their author, in all probability, never adverted.
mat ive ,

111%)-".  s a ' . ° o	 t o ^^.51^3fi 1^i:oxk o-^%?r b^iv3^?*g

of •b-he Pl;a.-t-onie-_d:ialegues-- 	 -.thereby--te--prov±dew--	 4c'.4a'

^- -^rrc	 nriant _ . ,	 ^^	 .ic-..stti-draand--i-nteYwet ā 6 ion of
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Now this fact possesses its significance, bat

its proper appreciation calls for a distinction between the

systematic, the r 'enetic, and the incidental. Th:"ie is a

systematic component inasmuch as expression proceeds automatically

from the dynamic structures of the psyche. There is a genetic

component ina:-,,muchsuch as the drnanlic str!u .ct r Ise s of the psyche

satisfy not a static system but a system on the move. Finally,

the re is an incidental component
 
inasmuch as the sensitive

automatism may be interrupted at any moment b7 the intervention

of the principal acts of meaning and, for reasons that cannot

be reconstruc ted and, still less, verified, rive rise to a

different usar;e or an unex pe cted t ,rn of phrase. To illustrate

these points, one may take Lutosla .wski's well-kno'in study of

Plato and observe that the s-stemntic component tronnds the

possibility of the investi"ration, the genetic component grounds

the concluded relative chronology of the dialogues, and the

incidental component ro quire s that ;he arrument should be

based, not on rigid criteria, but on relative actual frequencies.

Finally, there are non-sys tematic residues on

the level of the documents them:Alves. An unverifiable host
led

of accidents can enter into the decisions tilatAliami to their

production, into the circumstances under which they Jere composed,

into the arbitrariness t:-_ t governs t ._eir survival. T ^'6e3 f.

1.T,dweis th%	 Much  t hc1 t

would be illuminated, were

is obscure, ambiguous, unexplained

it not for the lamented 444YAiIA/

hand of destructive time, were we more familiar

wit4=art modes of compilation and composition, were our

information on authors and origins more co rpiete. Much that

is unknown to us may yet be discovered. But, perhaps, it

1:4`1 rio-
8hg^^	 t t a^`n	 ' a'	 e v	 e 

o' C
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will not be amiss to recall that a profound difference exists

between general and particular hypotheses. For the general

hypothesis has F.eneral presunnositions and implications and so

it can be tested in a variety of manners; in cohtrast, the

particular h7pothe sis is an ad hoc construction; it might be

true but it also might be men e fiction;

Ntrivels gsi8t/1rk,1c'e,e*	 and, unf or t una. ce ly, t,le re

is not the available the evidence t iat would enable one to

decide :-which of these alternatives is correct. It follows

from the canon of parsimony, which restricts scientific pro-

nouncements to the verifiable, that holes in their evidence g "wi

force inter. Freters to prefer 05-454%A$ a frank confession of

ignorance to plausible guesses that head beyond the confines

of science.

r e	 nctērv"^r^ia bēYl` tZSār atT'ūpson our anti

f knowledge and our cotise c uent thery of :mvanin.g and. of meta-
/

ihysics so as to outline theAossibility ;ōf a 7eneraL he ūristic

structure for a ir_:;thod .ical ' ham hermeneutics. The significa e

f such a structure rill he anrarent to t': -:.ose ac ^t.uai,ted with
or positivist or Marxist

¶10 frankly relativistAviews of many co:^te^mora.ry historiographers,

0	 a d it will increase notably when further developments of the  ,

underlying ar -̂wiient confront us with the issues of hisorical/

i4eligion. Meanwhile may tide remark repeat once more that we
a

ve been concerned only ° ith the upper blade of a method that

i has to be complemented with a l ō er blade of concrete techniques

which we do not believe it our business to describe.

0
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3.9 Conclusion.

As our study has of insi ht began from an analysis

of the pr odedure s of ma  ;he rat is s and of the nat uratal sciences,

so Q4A- 11A.VAVepresent endeavor has been to draw upon ONN cconseeuent

theories of objectivity and meaning;_t^ outline the
possibility of a r;enerni heuristic structure for a methodical

hermeneutics. Y/hile the practical significance of such a structure

can hardly appear before it is complemented with the array of

concrete techniques familiar to the historical inr:uirer, at

least it
 
is at once apearent that the present account of insight

.01344 ,-4,40.44	 rt-Le-tee.ese
into the insights of others 't - • 	 A at a time

when theoretical differences of a philosophic craractor so

frecuently m constitute the principal cause of divergence not

only in the conclusions rea .c?Ad but also in the met hods employed

by other i lse comeetent inve st inators. 	 while readers,
A

perhapsill be more interested in such possible applications

of the proposed method, it will not be amiss for us to draw

place within the sc 2e of r.etaphes:.cs a unification of the

n empirical _! _oan sciences as well ,s' the nnecelral sciences';

or the empirical in_uirer into theynature of nan, if hem -s

o reach thm conclusions beir d 1 the level of biology--and sensi.-

'v psychology, has to/Irternret the eytern• inc.ications of
edz

nterior acts of enders oand . inn, judgmen , and choice; and inasmuch

s our analysie of knowledgee andit implied metaphysics Can

g ound a . heuristic structure for a sc ee: tific hermenet tics,

tl e not only solve the basic problem in the f geld of empirical

h an science but also pre reveal their 	- i-elevanoe
-- _

^"fruitfulness for the field as a Whole.

C
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attention once more to the 	 fact that our primary intention

is somewhat d-fferent. Metaphysics has been defined as the

integral heuristic structure of proport_onate being, and so

the existence of a heuristic structure for interpretation

brings under metaphysics the interpretation not only of less

general utterances but also of every possible philosophy and

metaphysics. A similar claim would be ;node, of course, b

Hogelianism, but be t . :een t .e lie r,,elinn view and oar own there

exists the important difference that the idealist position

with its alleged dialectical necessity has to pretend to be

complete independently of non-systematic matters of fact,

while our realism permits us not only to respect but even to

include every valid conclusion of empirical human science.
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